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STAFF WRITER
When the wind chill reaches dangerously
low temperatures and Lake Andrews has been
frozen for weeks, it means we’re in the middle
of an infamous Maine winter. Bates has a tra¬
dition of embracing this chilly weather and our
snowy surroundings and making them a cause
for celebration. This week the college held its
annual Winter Carnival. This year marked the
85th anniversary of the event, which is organ¬
ized by the Chase Hall Committee (CHC). The
carnival had a Greek theme in honor of the
2004 Olympic Games, which are being held in
Athens.
The carnival formally commenced on
Wednesday, Jan. 21 with a torch run from

Augusta to Lewiston sponsored by the Bates
Outing Club. Students took turns running
down the shoulder of Route 95 to make the 35mile trip. “All told I think we each did over
four miles apiece.” explained participant Nate
Eichelberger. The runners carried a torch con¬
structed from a ski pole and a fuel canister.
That evening, after dining on Greek food in
Commons, people headed over to “Inflatables
Night” in the Gray Cage. Upon entering, atten¬
dees were offered popcorn, cotton candy, and
commemorative Frisbees. From there they
could challenge a friend to a sumo wrestling
smackdown, a jousting match, or an obstacle
course race. For the less competitive, face
painting, juggling, and caricatures were also
available. This turned out to be a popular event
for the entire Bates community. “It was well

attended by students and a lot of faculty and
staff came with their families,” said CHC offi¬
cer Justin Streen.
.
Thursday night the carnival continued with a
drive-in movie double feature in the Gray
Cage. The screening started with a modem col¬
lege favorite, Old School, and then continued
with a classic, Animal House. Unfortunately
student turnout for this event was fairly low.
Friday marked the popular, unsanctioned
part of winter carnival known as Newman Day.
That night Boston band Averi appeared for a
concert in the Silo. This was their second time
playing a show at Bates and the group has
developed a following of students who came to
listen and dance to their saxophone-driven
See WINTER CARNIVAL, p.13

Statistician argues validity of psychic abilities
Dr. Jessica Utts ofthe University of California at Davis explains research “wasjust too consistent

”

mere “chance.” One of her most interesting
points came when she drew a comparison
STAFF WRITER
between a common study conducted to find if
“I think that psychic functioning has been people have psychic abilities, to a study
well established,” said Dr. Jessica Utts, speak¬ done to find the effects Tylenol has in pre¬
ing at Bates on the evening of Thursday, Jan. venting heart attack. Both studies ended
22. Addressing an audience made up in large up with a similar amount of proof verify¬
part by the Bates Math Department, Utts, a pro¬ ing their respective claims yet, while the
fessor off Statistics at the University of Tylenol study is now widely accepted, the
California at Davis, spoke about the statistical study testing psychic ability is not.
possibility of people possessing “psychic” abil¬ Wondering why people would accept one
ities. Through the process of conducting and not the other. Utts later concluded that
research and carefully studying the subsequent “acceptance won't come until there is an
statistical data, Utts has reached her present explanation.”
conclusion that psychic activity is a genuine
Interestingly, Utts has not always been a
phenomenon.
believer in psychic phenomena. In fact,
Utts spoke on her various methods of testing she appeared in such high profile televi¬
people to ascertain whether they possess psy¬ sion programs as 20/20, playing the role of
chic abilities. Often, she has encountered some “the skeptic.” Over time, the data that
success, getting results that were well above came before her caused Utts to change her
mind. “It was just too
consistent,”
she
remarked.
She has
now appeared on pro¬
grams such as Larry
King
Live
and,
Nightline defending
the validity of psychic
phenomena.
Reaction following
Utts’ presentation seemed to
be mixed. While no one
seemed to be completely
sold on the idea, Utts did
seem to give some reason to
pause and think on the mat¬
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student ter.
Psychology major,
Andrea
Lichtman, seemed
Dr. Jessica Utts explaining to an audience of Bates
to be one of those swayed by
students and faculty how she feels research on psy¬
the talk, saying “It’s hard for
chic abilities has proven their existence.
me to say that it is false, but

by KYLE EASTON

at the same time I have a difficult time believ¬
ing it.” At the end of her talk, Utts spoke
briefly on the possibility of psychic occur-

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student
rences in our everyday lives. It is her belief that
people use psychic abilities on a regular basis,
without even being aware of it. Utts pointed to
a study that claimed fewer people will ride a
train on a day in which the train will be
involved in a fatal accident, while more people
will ride the same train on the days it runs safe¬
ly without incident. She also joked that there
must be something to the idea, “otherwise,
there would have to be a lot more collisions on
the California highways.”

Celebrating the Chinese New Year
On Saturday, January 25,
Sangai Asia celebrated
the Chinese New Year
with afternoon calligraphy
and fireworks in the
evening.
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student
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CAMPUS CELEBRATES WINTER CARNIVAL,
ANNUAL PUDDLE JUMP POSTPONED
by KIRSTEN TERRY
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NEWMAN DAY COMES
AND GOES WITHOUT
SERIOUS INCIDENT
by ALI MORRIS
STAFF WRITER
Now that Newman Day has come and gone,
things have started to settle down. While not
everyone participated in the event, many felt as
though they had by just walking around the
campus. Even the daily task of eating at
Commons was transformed into a mind-alter¬
ing event, with intoxicated students shouting
and causing commotion in every comer. Any
outsider would question their own sobriety.
Yet, this year it didn’t seem to be too out of
hand. In fact, no one could really tell that the
day was any different from normal until late
that afternoon when the beers finally started to
kick in. Even the Nalgenes and coffee cups,
which are usually used to continue the count
during the school day, weren’t very noticeable
in the classrooms. For the most part, it seemed
as though students were slacking off on the
official Newman Day mles where participants
drink one beer every hour for all twenty four.
Instead, it seemed as though people began
drinking once they were finished their classes
for the day, and then tried desperately to catch
up. Some would even drink three beers, pass
out for three hours, and do it all over again
once they woke up. In this way, Newman Day
seemed to be celebrated in a condensed ver¬
sion. Others didn’t quite finish the Newman
Day count and passed out a little too early. In
student Rebecca Kilbome’s words, “I think
Newman Day was a great way for freshmen to
catch up on sleep. 1 know I hadn’t gone to bed
that early all year.”
Others, however, skipped Newman Day
altogether. To them, the concept of a day cen¬
tered around an excessive amount of alcohol
did not seem like the best idea. This was the
case for Dylan McClean who said, “I’m not
into just drinking. I’m into having fun. If I’m
having fun and I happen to be drinking, it’s all
good, but it doesn’t seem like it’ll be worth it.”
Students with exams and quizzes were also
weary about joining in on the festivities. For a
school with strong academics, it’s no wonder
that students were cautious about partaking in
an event that could interfere with their work.
Even though many people participate in
Newman Day, few actually know exactly what
they’re celebrating. Most recognize that it has
something to do with Paul Newman, but no
one really knows why or how his name became
associated with drinking 24 beers in 24 hours.
Some people do not even know who Paul
Newman is. Many say that Newman Day orig¬
inated from Paul Newman’s character in Cool
Hand Luke where he tried to eat 50 hard boiled
See NEWMAN DAY, p.7
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T jETTERS TO THE EDITOR_
Den Happy Hour plan
BATES LACKS PRIDE
innovative, should be copied
To the Editor:

For a long while it seemed like Bates was chipping away at
anything enjoyable that has become a tradition of college
life. The days of beer garden watering holes at Gray Cage
dances are gone. There is a ban on hard alcohol. Security is
a lurking shadow at any party, on campus and off. The vig¬
orous attempts by many to bring a new student center to
fruition were completely dismissed after much hard work.
The choices left for weekend activity have decreased tremen¬
dously.
There are few places for students to congregate if they are
not at a party, and the events sponsored over the weekends
are far from appealing to many. The Bates Film Club’s
movies are always a popular weekend activity, so popular, in
fact, that the tiny room they are shown in overflows within
minutes. So what is there left to do?
This week, the student body was notified via email that the
Den will launch a new “Happy Hour,” complete with an allyou-can-eat buffet and cheap beer. So instead of cutting off
yet another weekend option, the College has actually created
something productive. To this we say, good job, Bates!
Batesies need a place where they can kick back and relax.
Sure, Pettengill is relaxing, but who really wants to sit down
and hang out there? There are few alternatives and a new
Den Happy Hour will surely attract students to a common
area where discussion and congregation can occur. The
Happy Hour is a great start for Bates to regain some of the
college life that it so clearly lacks.
But don’t stop here. There are so many more ways that
Bates can affordably and easily create areas of congregation
and alternatives to getting ridiculously drunk for lack of any¬
thing better to do. Perhaps open Alumni Gym and the Gray
Cage up after hours. Maybe game tables could be moved
from their current home in the dungeon of Chase Hall, so that
more than a select few people brave enough to venture down
there would actually use them, assuming text books aren’t
being sold.
Bates may not have the money to build a new student cen¬
ter, but this does not mean it also needs to give up on cre¬
ativity. There are many ways to make weekends enjoyable
for Batesies and provide on campus alternatives to drinking.
Other Bates administration officials should mimic Dining
Services director Christine Schwartz’s example. Instead of
offering more vans off campus and hiring more jugglers, cre¬
ate events that will appeal to more students. Please, no more
Gin Blossoms. And instead of threatening punitive action on
students hosting parties, work with us in creating new outlets
for our social lives.
We are all committed, in some way, to leaving Bates a bet¬
ter place than when we arrived. For many seniors, it is like¬
ly that they will graduate and remember a past that benefited
from a more symbiotic relationship between students and
among faculty/administration. To improve the school’s
atmosphere, we all need to work together and adopt innova¬
tive plans like the Den happy hour.
The Den’s happy hour is a sure start, but let’s not stop there.
Cheers!

After dining in Commons on “Newman Day” with Deans Davis, Gurney, and Reese, my friends
and I have decided that Bates lacks the school spirit that is found at many other campuses across
the nation. Well, one might ask, “Who is to blame?” I can begin to address this issue by describ¬
ing an incident that happened to me only a few hours after my dinner with the Deans.
T walked into Underhill Arena to watch the men’s hockey game and was shocked to find that the
entire front row of the bleachers had been blocked off with signs and tape prohibiting entrance.
Now folks, there is only one way to really enjoy a hockey game, and that is with your face up
against the Plexiglas yelling the entire game. How can you have the same type of fun while rows
away from the bone-crushing action? I posed this question to the Bates security officer in charge,
who, with back up from the L.A.P.D., told me “DON’T ASK QUESTIONS.” I gently told him that
I knew that Bates is a socialist microcosm, but I thought that I still had the right to know. “IT IS
FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY,” he barked. (He took my name and ID number a few questions
later.) I hope this story highlights the problems that Bates fans face when trying to show how
much we care. So please take down the tape, tell the L.A.P.D. that it is not their jurisdiction, and
let us breathe, just a little.
-Andrew Foukal ‘06

RA WORTHWHILE
To the Editor:
The content of your editorial “RA! RA! RA! Nothing to Cheer About” (Jan. 20), based on a
meeting held on a holiday, comes as a great surprise to us. While you were abroad last year, the
two of us had first-hand experience in an administration with a record that contrasts sharply with
the present one.
This year, the Assembly has seen a renewed interest in campus life and life outside of the RA;
its progressive legislative agenda reflects this. In bills, resolutions and forums, the RA took on
issues such as late-night access to academic buildings, dining services, campus smoking policy,
and the development of the new college master plan.
Operating on the smallest budget in many years, the RA’s frugality with its own funds has per¬
mitted the budget committee to allocate record amounts to student projects and organizations
through co-sponsorships. A more efficient parking permit allocation system has allowed for the
distribution of 50 additional parking permits.
Through the election of two new task forces, the student body now has a voice in campus secu¬
rity policy and enforcement, and in college finance and budget decisions. For the first time ever,
interested students can form organizations under the review of their peers instead of faculty. We
even made newspaper headlines by being one of the first college student governments in the coun¬
try to condemn pre-emptive military action in Iraq. This year, and the past semester in particular,
the RA possessed passion and activism not seen in a long time.
While perhaps less flamboyant and entertaining, this administration has avoided the lack of
attendance and questionable behavior of officers that were commonplace in previous administra¬
tions. A change, yes, but in our eyes it’s not a bad one.
-Christopher Laconi ‘05 - Former Secretary / Current President
-Tahsin Alam ‘04 - Former Vice President / Current Parliamentarian
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Letters
Writer’s newly-found
hawkishness sad,
unexpected
To the Editor:
Last week’s Student featured a loud, hawk¬
ish chorus of Letters to the Editor defending
the Israeli government and crudely accusing
its critics of everything from anti-semitism to
poor diction. But what saddened me most of
all was to find Smadar Bakovic amongst
those voices. After years of sharing with the
Bates community in a compassionate and
constructive manner her extensive knowl¬
edge and personal experience of the Middle
East conflict, Bakovic seems to have suc¬
cumbed to the type of fear mongering and
vengefulness which only perpetuates the con¬
flict.
Someone who just months ago was hon¬
ored with a much deserved Stringfellow
award for peace and justice, now unabashed¬
ly justifies Israeli militarism and occupation,
parrots Bush’s eclectic (and highly selective)
list of evil countries, calls for “open and
aggressive war” against ill-defined “terror,”
and ridicules European dovishness and multi¬
lateralism as a cover for cowardice.
Presumably she is not counting as “terrorists”
those who orchestrated the “shock and awe”
bombing campaign of Iraq, or Bush’s friends
in the Colombian government who boast the
worst human rights record in the Western
Hemisphere. That could become a very large
war indeed.
She and others are correct when they point
out that economic circumstances such as
Europe’s participation in the oil-for-food pro¬
gram contributed to the opposition of certain
elite European sectors to the invasion of Iraq.
But just because a few support peace for the
wrong reasons should not be used to taint the
sin'cere motivations of the vast majority of
Europeans whose parents and grandparents
have known the harsh realities of war far bet¬
ter than most Americans, the vast majority
who opposed the war because of the thou¬
sands of innocent lives being lost, the hun¬
dreds of billions of dollars being wasted, the
principals of international law being tram¬
pled, and the inevitably chaotic and violent
occupation and “reconstruction.”
Bakovic’s account of Arab and Muslim
immigration to Europe reads like the mani¬
festo of any one of the many nativist, anti¬
immigrant groups across Europe that are
exploiting fear for political advantage. She
admits that the vast majority are peace-lov¬
ing, but then warns that “many” of the
Europeans’ new neighbors are terrorists, in
much the same way as Joe McCarthy once
challenged Americans to confront the “com¬
munists” in their work places. Her rhetoric
unwittingly echoes the anti-Arab racism I
often hear in Spain.
All of the pro-Israel writers last week
asserted that Islamic hatred for Israel and the
U.S. is some sort of inevitable, a priori phe¬
nomena with little or nothing to do with con¬
crete polices and actions. By doing so, they
discount the need for critical examination
what those governments might be doing to
hurt people and earn their resentment. They
also dodge the key question of why the U.S.
and Israel have been the target of Islamic ter¬
rorism for decades while little such hatred
has been directed against the wealthy, secu¬
lar, socially liberal, democratic, countries of
Europe. Of course, the U.S.’s sheer size and
economic importance makes it an likely tar¬
get for those seeking radical change in the
global distribution of power. But could it also
be that Europe has generally pursued policies
toward the Arab and Muslim worlds that
more balanced, diplomatic, and peace-seek¬
ing than the U.S.?
Bakovic’s hawkish turn is bad news
indeed. Bates, and the world, can ill-afford
to lose progressive, peace-seeking Jewish
thinkers of the sort Bakovic has always been.
—Nathan Harrington ‘05

“TOWNIES” TO THE RESCUE
by MATT GAGNE
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
My roommates and I got jumped last semes¬
ter, right before finals week. It was a scene
straight out of a bad movie.
Three of us are on the side of the road mind¬
ing our own business, battling the cold and try¬
ing to push our van out of a ditch. Out of the
shadows, without warning, emerge shadows.
Three strangers dressed in black, one in a
trench coat, strut towards us, and the seconds,
like they usually do, turn an awkward moment
into eternity.
They cross the street in silence. We stop
pushing the car. They don’t stop, don’t make
eye contact, don’t even mutter a single word.
The hum of a streetlight would have been wel¬
comed but, of course, there wasn’t one.
They walked behind us and the guy in the
trench coat says, “Let’s do this shit.”
Pop quiz, multiple choice. How do you react
in this situation?
Do you:
A) Slowly back away from the oncoming
Goth posse, giving yourself a head start in case
you need to run far away as fast as possible?
B) Realize it’s three-on-three and hope your
roommate’s bum shoulder can hold up against
whatever the guy has in his trench coat?
C) Sacrifice your friend with the bad shoulder
and breakout into a dead sprint?
D) Stand there like a complete idiot?
We stood there like complete idiots and they
jumped all over the opportunity. Boy, was I ever
sorry.
Three steps toward us, two steps past us, and
complete strangers, people from Lewiston —
you know, townies — started pushing our car
out of the ditch. I’m sorry because I assumed
the worst, because in my four years at Bates I
forgot what the real world was like: That black
may be stylish at more than just the Gala, and
behind those (black and) blue collars usually
lies an invisible Red Cross, a heart of gold
matching all their piercings.
Good people live everywhere, but what hap¬
pened to us doesn’t happen anywhere except
Lewiston. Not in the NESCAC. Colby is so
secluded you couldn’t get a homeless guy col¬
lecting cans without Security responding like a
team of Green Berets. I don’t think they have
ditches at Bowdoin. Hell, the lady driving the
subway around Tufts won’t give you a second
look if the door closes in your face.
Forget Williams, Amherst, Wesleyan or
Trinity, they’re altogether different worlds.
Maybe Hamilton, but they’re still using horse

and buggy in those neck of the woods.
It took us about five minutes to get the van
out of the ditch and, as the tires finally gripped
pavement, a Bates security officer drove by and
slowed down. Didn’t say anything, just wanted
to make sure we were OK. Nice guy.
Is it me, or do you get the feeling he would’ve
slowed down if the Marilyn Manson mini-me’s
were walking down the street by themselves?
Here comes the best part.
The guys with scraggily hair and pony tails,
the trench coat’s henchman, well, they were
“chicks.” Two of them were girls and when the
car was out of the ditch, when the first six lay¬
ers of my skin stuck to the bumper and headed
to the double-yellow line, they were taking off
their jackets and flexing — in tank tops.
They were also kissing each other and —
much to the trench coat’s delight, and my room¬
mates’ — were fondling certain curvaceous
body parts. There was something real about the
girls, something that told you they weren’t
“Batesies.” It wasn’t Gucci, Prada or even KMart. It was knowing they could drink you
under the table and spit you out for breakfast, or
throw our van back in the ditch.
So we stood there, thankful. They were
thankful, too, for each other.
I was happy about the car, but I wasn’t sure
they wanted me to join. Eventually, the guy
introduced himself and so did the girls, but I
forget their names. I’m sure my friends and I are
just the kids from Bates these days. We offered
them a ride, but they lived down the road, so we
beeped as we drove out of sight.
The thing is, it’s not a big deal. It was just
people helping people, right?
But what if it were the other way around?
What if our neighbors were broke down? Would
we be there to help? Or would we be trying to
cross the street in paranoia, knowing the town¬
ies were out to get us? You know, better use the
crosswalks: 5 points for an athlete, 10 points for
a nerd, 25 points for a hippie communal bike,
10Q points for the women’s rugby team. (Yeah
100 points — they’re out for blood too).
Speaking of points games, sound familiar?
Wal-Mart?
One point for spotting a NASCAR jacket,
two points for spotting sweatpants. Jackpot if
the person is wearing both and has more facial
hair than a silver back gorilla, and looks like
Elvis.
I don’t know. The more you try to make
something of it, the less it seems. You just have
a lot of time to sit and think when your car is
stuck in a ditch.

BATES RATES
Happy Hour at the Den

Can we get Augustine to
check ID’s at the door?

Start of Intramural
Seasons

Championship trophy depicts
a portly fella catching his
breath.

Death of the RA

If the RA dissolves, and no
one notices, would anyone be
surprised?

Cancellation of Puddle
Jump due to “bitterly
cold temperatures”

Now I need an extension on
my term paper: “Cold Water
and the Effect on Men: A
Pictorial Analysis”

My soapy iceberg hell
by AMY WEBB
SPORTS EDITOR
They say you’re supposed to change the oil in
your car every 3,000 miles or so. Well, it had
been so long since my last visit to Jiffy Lube that
I had resorted to peeling off the reminder sticker
from the upper left comer of my windshield
because I felt too guilty looking at it everytime I
got into the car.
Guilt set in yesterday, and not because the car
had kicked it, or even that I felt all that bad about
my neglect. The windshield was so dirty I could¬
n’t see during 90% of my daytime driving adven¬
tures because the sun reflected so poorly off the
filth. You, the pedestrians of Bates campus, could
no longer expect a safe experience at crosswalks.
Its not that I didn’t want to, it’s just that I could¬
n’t see far enough ahead of me to stop.
Eventually, this seemed wrong.
So I got paid yesterday and decided this morn¬
ing, hey, I’ll give the money mongrel some TLC.
Whoever doesn’t believe in karma definitely
should definitely reconsider.
A $21.75 Prompto oil change later, I pulled
into the Mobil on Center Street in Auburn for
some fuel and an automatic wash. Forty-five
minutes later, after watching the woman in front
of me move the visor fifteen times to protect the
eyes of her shot-gun sitting Boxer from the glare,
I pulled up to the automated window and
punched in my code. Non-brush automated car
wash.
The garage door opened up, and I pulled in
slowly. The pull forward, stop, back up signaling
cues blinked haphazardly for a few minutes
before settling on stop. I pulled the e-brake,
checked the windows, and watched the doors
close. A long-armed cleaning device extended
out, covering the front side of my car with soap.
It moved left, spraying down months of abuse,
and to the back, revealing my deepest, darkest
secret: a Jersey license plate.
And then it stopped. Mid-soap. The door
ahead of me opened, the door behind me stayed
closed, and the signals remained dark. My car,
now covered with a thick soapy coating, began to
harden from the cold.
I’m stuck inside a car wash that might or might
not start spraying foam if I open my door to get
help. And that line of seven cars I had waited so
patiently in? Well, people had finally woken up.
It had grown to twelve. Take a chance, pull out
my frozen soap cake on wheels, and forfeit my
spot? Forget that too.
So I sat. Actually, I turned up the music really
loud and read the newspaper, figuring, hey, even¬
tually someone will come fix this. Twenty min¬
utes and a non-harmonic orchestra of angry hornblowing later, Rachel, the attendant in the Mobil
store opened the other door and started pulling on
that mysterious long mechanical arm. I felt neg¬
lected. Did she even realize, hey, there’s someone
in that soapy iceberg?
Eventually she came to the window and said
I’d have to wait 10 minutes for "the guys” to
come out and fix “the arm”. All right, yes, I’ll
wait. Well the guys and the arm went at it for
another quarter of an hour. This consisted of four
men looking closely at the arm and then stepping
back (for a really all-inclusive view) before bang¬
ing the damn thing with a wrench for good meas¬
ure. Apparently, it was fixed.
Rachel came to the window and said, “Oh, this
happens to one in every five hundred cars.”
Damn karma.
I was soaked, rinsed, waxed, and dried, and
given the go-ahead with a blinking pull-forward
signal. This exit would have been a bit more fea¬
sible had the door ahead of me actually opened.
The Mobil staff seemed to be more cued into the
disastrous potential of my automobile neglect,
and within just ten relaxing minutes, a kid came
out and manually pushed up the exit door.
Finally, freedom from the wrath of the car¬
wash cave and it’s arm. The kid told me to go
inside the store to see about getting a coupon for
my efforts. Rachel printed out a slip for a free
(highest-end mind you) automated car wash, val¬
ued at eight dollars.
I fueled, changed, and cleaned my baby, and
what do I get? An hour and forty minutes inside
a torture chamber and a freebie for next time.
Well, if I don’t peel of the reminder sticker in the
meantime.
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New Hampshire Primary Election Special
Sarah Lewis, Cynthia Tufaro, Andrew Simon and the Best Quotes of the Primary Season

Political junkies cele¬
brate, reminisce, predict
by ANDREW SIMON

FORUM EDITOR
For political junkies like myself, the next ten
months are pure unadulterated heaven.
Democratic candidates bickering and pandering
so hard for each primary vote that any voter’s
trip to a “local restaurant” is likely to end up on
C-SPAN, accompanied by a pundit explaining
what “middle-class citizens like Joe Six-pack
here think about Candidate X.” Fox News inter¬
rupts its usual programming of Michael
Jackson, Kobe Bryant and car chases to show¬
case Howard Dean’s now infamous “I Have A
Scream” speech, delivered poignantly on MLK
Day. President Bush and Karl Rove tour the
country in their insatiable quest to spread free¬
dom wherever they accrue. In short, political
nirvana.
With the New Hampshire Primary today, the
primary fiasco is soon to subside.
The
Democrats will eventually select a nominee, the
Republicans will formally launch their cam¬
paign, and off we go. This recent primary sea¬
son has been a two-year odyssey, and I am sure
New Hampshire voters are anticipating its con¬
clusion. But for other addicts like myself, the
coming days will be a sad realization that the
primary season has concluded. And that means
bye-bye to six of the remaining seven candi¬
dates. That means we will no longer be graced
by Dennis Kuchinich’s adorable ideas, or
Howard Dean’s crazy red-faced rants, or Wes
Clark’s argyle sweater, or A1 Sharpton’s perm.
The folly will soon conclude, and a real candi¬
date will emerge.
But, who? Television, radio and print pundits
have been trying to predict the front-runner for
months now, and look how that has turned out.
Three weeks ago, the horse race looked over.
Mean Dean and his loyal band of “Deaniacs”
had raised the most money and dominated the
media. He has the endorsements of A1 Gore,
Bill Bradley, Jimmy Carter, Carol Mosely
Braun, and Senator Tom Harkin, the most influ¬
ential figure in Iowa politics. But then, all the
other Democratic candidates started ganging up
on Dean. And slowly, they chipped away at his
lead.
His political record as Governor of Vermont
was scrutinized, and his positions were openly
dissected. He still maintains that Bush never cut
taxes for the middle class, which is simply
untrue, and offered that Americans and the
world were no safer with the capture of Saddam
Hussein. He questioned the guilt of Osama bin
Laden and made his ill-famed gaffe aligning
himself with guys with Confederate flags.
Tapes surfaced that had him criticizing the Iowa
caucuses as money-driven and run by special
interest groups. Most importantly, his angry
temper-fueled candidacy began to wilt with the
capture of Saddam Hussein and strong fourth
quarter economic data. He lost Iowa, and then
gave the concession speech of the campaign,
listing off a horde of states in a shockingly
enraged tone that ended with the cat-calls of all
cat-calls, a scream so humorous and catchy that
could end his candidacy.
So what are the Democrats left with?
Kuchinich and Sharpton are non-entities, and
have been harming the Democratic cause for too
long, stealing valuable face time and attacking
the Democratic contenders who have a real
chance at beating George Bush.
General Wesley Clark still baffles me. Clark
has been quoted as saying, “I’ve been very con¬
sistent...I’ve been against this war from the
beginning.. .1 was against it last summer, I was
against it in the fall, I was against it in the win¬
ter, I was against it in the spring. And I am
against it now.” However, in September 2002,
Clark testified to Congress, urging the use of
unilateral force to remove Saddam Hussein,
claiming that Iraq had ties to al Qaeda and could
have biological and chemical weapons. Ultra¬
liberal Michael Moore has endorsed him, call¬
ing him “anti-war.” Ironically, in Moore’s

See DEMOCRATS, p. 6

DEMOCRATIC QUIZ
FIND OUT WHICH DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IS RIGHT FOR
BEGIN HERE (Follow (be arrows: Solid means yes, Striped means no!)

I want a natkmdized tjealsls care coverage for children

1

/

1 supported tite war in Iraq

I am agamsi the deatta penalty

This little quiz (see left) can’t possibly cover
all of the different issues relavent to the 2004
Presidential campaign, so don’t get upset if you
are die-hard Dean, but somehow found your¬
self ending up at Clark. On most of the major
issues in this campaign, the four front-runners
have almost identical positions which creates
difficulties in trying to create a quiz like this
one. I tried to weed out the unique platforms,
those that went against the tradition of
Democrats, therefore, being of greatest interest
to a Democrat-registered voter.
What is most startling is the lack of differ¬
ences between candidates. In fact, the biggest
differences are not on issues, but on character,
background, career, war experience, etc. The
questions that I asked in the above quiz are
pretty much the only issues where the candi¬
dates have disagreed. What then, are the pri-

Quiz by Cynthia Tufaro

See QUIZ, p.5
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I want tax cuts for the middle! class. //
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by CYNTHIA TUFARO

OPINION WRITER

I am for (or at least open to) gay marriages
/,
l-warn to ensure Medicare for retirees

1 support
international
tribunals

Quiz demonstrates
uniqueness of Democrats
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IS THERE A DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE?
by SARAH LEWIS

OPINION WRITER
Dr. Howard Dean. It’s -not a lie that he’s
prone to a tantrum and that he lacks the Bush
charisma to sugarcoat a war against “muggers
and thieves,” or that his small head and thick
neck enhance infamous memories of the
obnoxious Napoleonic football coach my
cousin had in high school. And, yes, he did
govern the state that many mistakenly believe
to be a part of Canada.
He admitted that his speech after his failure
at the Iowa caucus was not exactly ‘presiden¬
tial,’ which is forgivable considering our own
Texan Cowboy has not yet admitted that per¬
haps his use of the word, “thug,” might not be
all that “presidential” in itself. And without
any military background, except for maybe a
day with the Cadets of Norwich University in
the small town of Northfield, Vermont, I won¬
der how Dean will fair against Senator John
Kerry and General Wesley Clark, both of
whom at the end of the day place some impor¬
tance on military background that would
probably fair better against George Bush.
With the New Hampshire primaries just
around the comer, and 37 percent of New
Hampshire voters registered as Independents,
it’s going to be a long night waiting to see
who will be the chosen contender to run
against our dear friend from Texas. The
excitement builds, for it won’t be long until
that poor soul of a Democrat is poked and
prodded by Bush and his buddies, until he
can’t take it anymore, throws his arms in the
air and shouts out, “You got me, I’m a liber¬
al!”
With this pessimism aside, there is one
thing that sticks out about Dr. Howard Dean
that makes him unique from the other candi¬
dates; it’s his no-nonsense manner of actually
wanting to get stuff done while in
Washington. According to a recent Time mag¬
azine article (January 12, 2004), Dean
described an experience he had handling a
critically wounded drive-by shooting of a 9year-old victim while he was a medical stu¬
dent. Dean recalls that “what I learned from
this is, if you get sucked in and you get over¬
whelmed, you can’t do a thing for the
patient.” Is the no-sugar-coated, no hand¬
holding lack of sensitivity tactic what the
American people really need? Perhaps it’s
good to watch a wound bleed rather than slap¬
ping on a Band-Aid solution to create a per¬
ception that the pain has gone away.
Whoever is chosen as the contender for the
Democratic Party, let’s hope they’re ready.
Let’s hope they know how to bring this coun¬
try’s foreign affairs into perspective and real¬
ize that America cannot continue to ran from
the world while simultaneously forcing our

democratic theologies on what we consider to
be ‘helpless governments.’ Moreover, let’s
hope that the man who walks away with New
Hampshire brings to the race a mission to save
face for America.
And even though Bush still has a captive
who we’ve been wanting since the ‘80s; even

though Bush’s State of the Union statement
that “America will never seek a permission
slip to defend the security of our people” has
a nice ring to it, I would hope that the next guy
in line considers asking permission of the
People the next time he wants to stage a war
with the whole world against us.

Best Quotes of the Primary Season
General Weslev Clark
Serious; “The guiding principle of our foreign policy will be to lead, not to bully.” (www.clark04.com)
Humorous: “I would have been a Republican if Karl Rove had returned my phone calls.” (Newsweek,
9/29/03)
Governor Howard Dean
Serious: “People have said I’m the candidate of anger. Well, we have a right to be angry. We lost 3 mil¬
lion jobs. We lost our place as the moral leader of the world.” (USA Today, 11/18/03)
Humorous: “’We got rid of (Saddam). I suppose that’s a good thing.” (Children’s Defense Fund
Forum, 4/9/03, quoted from USA Today, 4/10/03)
Senator John Edwards
Serious: “We are all angry at what George Bush has done to our country, our values, and our way of
life. But we all know in our hearts that our anger won’t change America; our actions will. Democrats
are the party of optimism and action, and I am in this fight to keep that tradition alive, and to build on
our country’s great successes.” (12/29/03, Des Moines, Iowa)
Humorous: “Like many of you, I grew up in a small town in North Carolina” (California Democratic
convention, Feb. 17, 2002).
Senator John Kerry
Serious: ‘From the moment I take office, I will stand up to the special interests and stand with hard¬
working families so that we can give America back its future and its ideals.” (www.johnkerry.com)
Humorous: “Governor Dean has no policy on Iraq evidently, except ‘no.’ ‘No’ is not a policy. “(AP,
10/14/03)
Representative Dennis Kucinich
Serious: ‘We have weapons of mass destruction we have to address here at home. Poverty is a weapon
of mass destruction. Homelessness is a weapon of mass destruction. Unemployment is a weapon of
mass destruction.” (Democratic Debate, Detroit, MI 10/26/03)
Humorous: “I am running for President of the United States to enable the Goddess of Peace to encir¬
cle within her arms all the children of this country and all the children of the world.” (Cleveland, OH
10/13/03)
Senator Joseph Lieberman
Serious: “Republicans can’t run their normal playbook on me that they try to run on Democratic can¬
didates. They can’t say I flip-flop because I don’t. They can’t say I’m weak on defense because I’m not.
They can’t say I’m weak on values because I’m not. They can’t say I’m a big taxer and a big spender.”
(Democratic Debate, Goffstown, NH 1/22/04)
Humorous: “I know that I can beat George W. Bush in 2001. Why? Because Al Gore and I already did
it.” (Washington Post, 6/15/03, Al Gore later endorsed Howard Dean)
Reverend Al Sharpton
Serious: “I wanted to say to Governor Dean, don’t be hard on yourself about hooting and hollering. If
I had spent the money you did and got 18 percent, I’d still be in Iowa hooting and hollering.
“(Democratic Debate, Goffstown, NH 1/22/04)
Humorous: “Oh, in the Federal Reserve Board, I would be looking for someone that would set stan¬
dards in this country, in terms of our banking, our — in how government regulates the Federal Reserve
as we see it under Greenspan, that we would not be protecting the big businesses; we would not be pro¬
tecting banking interests in a way that would not, in my judgment, lead toward mass employment, mass
development and mass production.” (Democratic Debate, Goffstown, NH 1/22/04)
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24 hours, 18.32 miles and 2 guys in Wal-Mart
by CHET CLEM

HUMOR COLUMNIST
It’s 4:22 in the morning and I’m standing in
Aisle 12 of the Auburn Super Wal-Mart looking
at household cleaning products. What the hell
am I doing here? And why am I comparing
prices?
My accomplice Noah Davis is somewhere in
the store but I haven’t seen him for a while.
He’s hasn’t been speaking to me since I refused
to talk about how many marriages occur each
year in Canada. I felt as if it wasn’t a necessary
discussion. Then again, two hours ago he
declared this whole idea “the stupidest non-life
threatening thing I’ve ever done in my life.”
Maybe I should go find him soon; I don’t know
if he likes me anymore.
I’m not really sure how the idea came about,
or why we thought it was a good idea, but Noah
and I decided to spend 24 hours in the Auburn
Super Wal-Mart. So far we’ve been here 17
hours. According to my pedometer I’ve taken
42,140 steps since entering the store at
11:12am. My legs have started to go numb. We
figured out that it’s half a mile around the
inside perimeter of the building.
Noah appears from arts and crafts looking
dejected. He’s singing “Survivor” by Destiny’s
Child again. Earlier in the night I would have
yelled at him for it, but now I find myself hum¬
ming the backup vocals.
Me: Do you want to play 20 questions again?
Noah: Yeah sure. It’s your turn, right?
Me: Ok, I’m thinking of a person.

Noah: Do I know this person?
Me: Yes.
Noah: Is it Dave Hurley?
Me: ...Ok, we can’t play this game anymore
if you’re going to keep making lucky guesses.
It’s been six hours since our last friends came
to visit. When they did, Noah and Caitlin Miller
got married in the floral aisle. I performed the
ceremony. I’m qualified; I became a Reverend
online. Noah wants a divorce. Caitlin wants an
annulment. I want to go to bed.
The only thing we have to look forward to is
the 4-6am rush that the cashier told us to
expect. Noah has declared his intentions of
buying a karaoke machine. We’ve been trying
to keep ourselves entertained, but you can only
make fun of random objects for so long.
Noah: Oh man, they have Dale Earnhardt
skateboards.
Me: I bet it’s really good at crashing into
walls.
Noah: You’re going to hell.
We’ve been getting weird looks from the
floor cleaning crew for a while. I think it was
when we were counting pairs of men’s shoes
that we attracted attention to ourselves. Either
then, or when we were in Lawn and Garden
discussing the pros and cons of wicker furni¬
ture. In case you’re wondering, there are 2,343
pairs of shoes, and although comfortable, wick¬
er breaks too easily.
It’s 8:19am now, we’re into our 22nd hour.
I’ve taken 52,056 steps. I have blisters now.

Mike Lopez: Dancing Queen
The cure-all for the Senior blues: “Hip-Hop Dance”
So after just a few days, the gay kid was
starting to rub off on me. I felt like I was on
HUMOR COLUMNIST
“Queer Eye for the Straight Guy.” My vision,
It starts with that sinking feeling, the one I realized, was slowly becoming 20/20.
So when Takai signed up for a gym class, I
where your stomach feels like it’s resting in
between your legs and those legs feel like the was right behind him. When he signed up for a
dancing gym class, I was once again helpless to
six cups of pudding you just ate in Commons.
Usually it’s that feeling before the big game say no. Thus the first two names on the list of
or the big test or the big noonday concert that “Men Can Dance too!” a PE course meeting
gets you all jammed up. But this time it’s once a week, were Takai and myself.
Unfortunately, “Men Can Dance Too!” was
more. It’s your, what’s it called? Oh that’s
right, your future. And no longer is it your cancelled. Worse, it was cancelled five minutes
future, per se. This time it’s ours. The class of into the class, a limp-wristed slap in our faces.
Apparently, I concluded, men can’t dance.
2004.
But Takai and I are apparently more than just
I promised myself that I wouldn’t reminisce
about Bates over winter break, and I think I men. Which is why our next step was to take
accomplished that goal, particularly when mak¬ another dance class, hip-hop. So at 8:30 on a
ing a Bates photo album, holding a box of tis^ Thursday night, one typically reserved for
sues in one hand and a Bobcat mug full of chai hordes of first-years to invade local watering
holes,
Takai,
in the other.
myself,
and
room¬
As a result, this definite¬
mate DJ Adam
ly won’t be one of those
Crossman invaded
sentimental senior-type
hip-hop dancing.
articles.
Just like, of
It was ugly at the
course, Pete Rose didn’t
beginning, and I am
bet on baseball.
fairly certain that I
So I started to cry. I lis¬
was nominated for
tened to Dido. I cuddled
Jjdck
the Dance Hall of
with my roommates and___"_
made them hot chocolate. We played darts Shame simply by looking at the dance floor.
instead of drinking games, made snow angels But slowly, and with the inspiration from Takai
instead of screwdrivers, and passed out and Crossman, I actually think I danced. My
feet were lifted off the ground, and for the first
Saturday night by 11:30.
But it wasn’t enough. I needed more. time in my life, they didn’t land on a leg rest.
Something life-altering, an experience unlike There Were 25 girls around me that were as
any other I have had in 3+ years on campus. cute at Takai’s cowboys, a situation that usual¬
Something that would make me laugh, cry, and ly makes me assume the fetal position and
think of vanilla pudding, yet I was oblivious.
something proud,yet humbling.
So I talked to Benjamin Takai (pronounced, Even though it wasn’t the kickboxing class, I
Tak-ee), a classmate of mine. A gay classmate, moved my body. Alas, Hooked into the mirror
at that, and a poster boy for both of the word’s and smiled. Takai was smiling back.
So finally, after one 90-minute session, in the
meanings.
Takai was the perfect choice to provide a lit¬ one place where I would have absolutely no
tle spark in my life. To start, he is a man who chance of a future, I forgot about just that. I no
knows his history. On Martin Luther King Jr. longer dwelled on how neat my resume looked.
Day, for example, Takai said that like Dr. King, I forgot about OCS and BatesNet. I forgot
he too had a dream. His, he stated, was that of about various emails I had to write that night. I
was jammin’ to 50 Cent, not thinking how I
cowboys.
Takai began keeping up with my activities on was going to make it.
Thanks to Takai, life was not nearly so
campus. I told him I was in charge of the
stressful.
upcoming “Question on the Quad” and that I
Yogi Berra once stated “If you come to a fork
was thinking of asking the campus “What
would you do if the Patriots won the Super in a road, take it.”
For the first time in four years, I was begin¬
Bowl?” Kindly, Takai suggested I change the
question to “What would you do if you had 10 ning to do just that.
minutes alone in a room with Tom Brady?”
The answers to that question can be found on p.
15.
by MIKE LOPEZ

Even though it wasn’t
the kickboxing class, I
moved my body. Alas, I
looked into the mirror and
smiled. Takai was smil-

The 4-6am rush was a hoax. The sun came up
at 7:04am. I know this because I saw it, and I
read it in the Farmer’s Almanac. The Almanac
is on the shelf above the prom dress magazines.
Aisle 11 in the grocery department is 2 feet
wider than the other aisles. I hate myself for
knowing these things.
Noah is not talking to me again. This time
because I refused to smell his possibly spoiled
milk at breakfast. Either that or because I just
beat him 7-3 at Air Hockey, putting me ahead
in the series 6-5-1. Granted, I probably would¬
n’t have won if he hadn’t fallen asleep standing
at the table.
I don’t mind not talking, it’s just that we’re
sitting in a booth together in the Radio Cafe and
the silence is getting a little awkward. The only
thing we’re agreeing on at this point is that
toothbrush technology is out of control. Noah
wants to leave. I want to get my hair cut. Both
of us are delirious. We’ve already walked more
in Wal-Mart than we did on our AESOP trip.
My eyes have started twitching from the
lighting, and my blood pressure has risen
according to the testing machine in the
Pharmacy. Noah keeps talking about how he
hates everything about Wal-Mart. I’ve started
to agree. This has been a much harder day than
I would have ever expected. We’ve walked a
total of 18.32 miles. It’s time to get out of this
place.

For the good of the
Party, Democrats need
to choose candidate
QUIZ
Continued from p. 4
maries indicative of? Who we want to win?
Or is it, who we think has the best chance of
beating Bush? And is that person one and the
same?
Many believe Kerry has the charamisa of a
modern-day John F. Kennedy and has the
greatest chance of charming the votes away
from Bush. Others believe Clark’s Republican
past will help to swing votes from both parties
dissatisfied with the current President. Then
again, Edwards could secure the traditionally
conservative south for the Democrats. And,
Dean’s liberal policies appeal to the younger
sector, but are Democrats willing to invest in
Dean with the history of poor voter turn-out
among the 30 and under crowd?
The biggest problem for Democrats is that
no one can agree! By creating competition
within the party, they put themselves at a dis¬
advantage. If you are a committed member of
the Republican party, there is no alternative to
George W. Bush, which means all of the
money and support is fueling into his campaign
from Day 1. Democrats have to scurry as soon
as the winner of the primaries is revealed to
combine the resources and money that, until
that time, was split among 6 or 7 candidates.
Not only that, but for the sake of the party, they
have to persuade those that campaigned against
the winner to quickly put aside attachment and
vote for the person elected in the primaries. It
is a system set up for failure. Only six-incum¬
bent presidents since 1900 have lost their reelection campaign. In order to a wage a serious
and effective campaign against George Bush,
the Democrats will need to extend their support
to ONE individual from the very beginning,
and push for him with every resource they have
available. Party cohesion is essential to win¬
ning the 2004 Presidential election.

Wife pates; i£>tubent
#nltne
www.batesstudent.com

Digitz...
30
Minutes it took
Alexander Nakonechny
to consume 1.5 liters of
vodka in a drinking
competition in
Volgodonsk, Russia.
Nakonechny died twen¬
ty minutes later, whose
prize would have been
10 liters of vodka. Five
other contestants
ended up in intensive
care.
176
Pound tumor removed
from a 46-year-old
Romanian woman. The
woman weighs 88
pounds without the
tumor.
8.5
Weight, in pounds, of a
child birthed by an 11year old in the
Ukraine. The father,
26, faces a maximum of
three years in prison.
73
Cost, in dollars, of
shrimp stuffed in the
pants of Johnny
Rodriguez, 48, as he
attempted to steal the
crustations from a
Bethlehem, PA grocery
store.
10

Pounds of beer rescued
by the Russian military
after a truck carrying
the alcohol fell through
ice on the River Irtysh.
The mission involved
six divers, ten men,
and one tank.
1,450
Kilometers walked
naked by Steve Gough,
44, in his quest to walk
the entire length of
Britain in his birthday
suit.
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STRUCTURAL REFORMS OF RA NEEDED Handicapping the Democrats
Bates’ Student Government not reflective of students
by

NATHAN WILLIFORD AND
JAMES FISCHER
OPINION WRITERS

As we started to write this article, we
wanted to begin with an exceptional
moment for the
Representative
Assembly; after con¬
T) a
i
templation, we were at
a loss. Granted, the
Representative
7
7
Assembly has success-

ing debate in RA meetings.
The structural barriers are insignificant
when compared to the more fundamental
issues. There is a sense that the RA does
nothing for the students; however, the stu¬
dents have asked for nothing from the
Assembly. An effective student govern-l i
r
,7
ment requires the
enthusiasm and ded-

There is a sense that the
•
RA does nothing for the
students; however, the stu

ication of students
beyond its member¬
ship. That said,
there is poor com¬
munication between
the representatives
_
_
and their constituents; which is a symptom
of the apathy of the student body, including
those in the student government.
We recognize and respect the students
dedicated to changing college policy for the
benefit of their peers. Unfortunately, this
multitude of methods prevents the student
body from speaking
7

7

dents have asked for noth
[ng fr0m the Assembly.

fully moved on several
issues, from hate
crimes to student
_
involvement in hiring President Hansen,
however, this is the work of a dedicated
few and lacks the devotion of the student
body at-large.
There are several structural barriers that
impede the Representative Assembly (RA)
from providing the student body with the
leadership necessary to
foster the kind of
enthusiasm one would
expect to find on a
campus as politically
motivated as Bates
College. One such bar¬
rier that has often
impeded the RA’s work
is the oversight of its
membership. Poor oversight has resulted in
high turnover among members, uncontested
elections, poor attendance, and limited ded¬
ication.
This has never been more clearly illus¬
trated than the many times that the RA fails
to reach quorum, the minimum number of
students necessary to conduct business.
Another structural problem is the confusion
surrounding the role of RA officers; espe¬
cially the role of the RA President. While
the student body elects a President as their
representative, in reality the President’s
function is limited to organizing and lead-

Change can only come

,
,r,
when enough students are
again deVOted tO the
.
strength of our cohesive
voice...
7

with a cohesive
voice. A collected
voice pr0Vides a

means of change
that accomplishes
more, both for the
students at Bates
today and those in
the future.
The solution begins with sweeping struc¬
tural changes to student government at
Bates. These changes will not solve the
fundamental issues facing our student gov¬
ernment; instead, they provide the tools
necessary for a more active, powerful and
respected student voice. Change can only
come when enough students are again
devoted to the strength of our cohesive
voice; student government at Bates must
look to the student body for guidance and
direction in the future.

MTV’s #1 Spring Break Spot

www.springbreak2.com
Resort & Convention
Complex

FREE WELCOME PARTY
Free Pool Deck Parties
Free T-Shirts & Mugs
Free Night Club Admission
Free Casino Cruises

per Student
5-7 night packages
Surcharge Spring Break Peak Weeks

OVER 1,000,000 STUDENTS CANT BE WRONG

Suites & Jacuzzi Suites
Fitness^Center • Internet Cafe

DEMOCRATS

Continued, from p. 4
Academy Award winning documentary Bowling
for Columbine, Moore compares the bombing of
Kosovo to the Columbine shootings. And who
led the American troops in Kosdvo? None other
than General Wesley Clark. In addition, Clark
has written two books, Waging Modem War and
Winning Modem War. Doesn’t sound too anti¬
war to me. He readily admits, “I haven’t been in
this party long,” an understatement considering
he has spoken at Republican fundraisers in
praise of President Bush._
Joe Lieberman is
self-destructing before
our eyes. In his last
ditch effort to win
,7
7
votes of independents T76C,

Whoever

Edwards to the top. A Dean collapse would
leave a galvanized constituency of young voters
who could be transferred to Edwards. However,
his lofty rhetoric of “I care” is emblematic of
George H.W. Bush, optimistic and uplifting, but
with little in the way of substance.
Kerry, on the other hand, seems to have ridden
the Dean wave down the depths a few weeks ago
to the apex last week in Iowa. The former front¬
runner sank so low in fact, that Slate correspon¬
dent Mickey Kaus had a contest for readers to
propose the best way for Kerry to drop out. He
didn’t seem to be clearly pronounced on any
vexing issue, and his campaign didn’t distin¬
guish itself from the other
Democrats. In the last
few weeks, however, his
campaign has slingshotted into the lead, winning

is
the
Democratic Party nomithey have Howard

and
undecided
Democrats,
Lieberman claimed he

Dean fo thank. They have Iowa and bein« predicted
..
,
__
.to take New Hampshire.
all turned mtO tlOWard If he does get the nominaJJgfjpi soin-offs
tion’ his exPerience as a
^
Vietnam Veteran will be

is more electable
because there are “a
surprising number of
Republicans who are disappointed with George
W. Bush and ready to go for an acceptable alter¬
native.” Not the strongest message: I am the
candidate who Republicans can tolerate! He
continued, “My staff says that in New
Hampshire today, there is an outbreak of ‘Joementum.” This only adds to the painful list of
Joe-puns that includes the campaign vehicle
“WinnebaJoe” and the slogan “Joe-vember to
remember.”
In my mind it seems to have come down to
John Kerry and John Edwards. Edwards is the
new media darling, with his campaigning and
speech abilities getting comparisons to Bill
Clinton. His signature last line, “I believe in
you” and his stump speech mostly focusing on
domestic issues is the most energetic and well
received of the candidates. His experience is
minimal, four years in the Senate with no for¬
eign relations experience. However, his upbeat
sunny campaign proved to propel him to second
in Iowa. A good showing in New Hampshire
and a victory in South Carolina could propel

beneficial in countering
President Bush’s support in his War on Terror.
On the other hand, Kerry has been called an
“opportunistic hypocrite,” for his famous waf¬
fling on issues and backtracking on others. For
example, Kerry once advocated for the scaling
back of the CIA, but has criticized the Bush
administration for a lack of intelligence after the
Sept. 11 attacks. In the 1980s, he opposed using
the death penalty for terrorists, but now supports
capital punishment in such occasions. In the
1990s, he joined with Republicans to end tenure
for public school teachers and allow direct
grants to religious groups, and in 1997 he voted
for elderly people with higher incomes to pay a
larger share of Medicare premiums.
Whoever is the Democratic Party nominee,
they have Howard Dean to thank. They have all
turned into Howard Dean spin-offs. As David
Com of The Nation has put it, they’re “the
Angry populist, the Calm populist, the Polite
populist, the Executive populist, and the Radical
populist.” If Kerry gets the nomination, it is
because Dean won. That’s why he is losing.

You know your at Bates when...
1. Someone asks you to toss their salad and you hand
them a comparably sized bowl.
2. You are an alcoholic atheist with a minor in reli¬
gion.
3. You associate “Inflatable Fun Night” with Keith
Tannenbaum.
4. Social justice is no line at the keg.
5. You have set your alarm clock to start drinking.
6. Fine dining is chicken fingers with bleu cheese.
7. You aren’t sure, but you think your Dean of
Student’s first name is Frank.
8. That unfamiliar smell in the Bill? Lack of weed.
9. You have called a safe ride from The Benjamin
Mays Center to Moody House.
10. 75 bucks for a light bulb is accepted as ‘fair labor
practices.’
1L The two biggest spring holidays are the first day
of flip-flops and 4/20.
12. The frisbee team pulls as much tail as the football
team.
13. A window seat in the library in the winter is con¬
sidered a skybox for watching kids fall on the ice.
14. Housing guru Erin Foster gets in an argument
with her husband; he is found sleeping on the
lounge couch at Webb House.
15. The school endowment couldn’t pay for your text¬
books.
16. You live off-campus, your girlfriend lives in the
Village and you consider it a long-distance relation¬
ship.
17. You consider drinking Lewiston-made Orloff
vodka as improving town-gown relations.

News
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Protesters present FTAA, Miami documentary
by EMILY RAND
STAFF WRITER
While most Bates students headed home for
a relaxing Thanksgiving break in November,
Sarah Sherman-Stokes ‘05, Ryan Conrad ‘05,
Will Armstrong ‘07, Trent Lierman ‘04 Alec
Maybarduke ‘05 and Hannah Johnson ‘06 piled
into a car and headed south. Their destination
was Miami, but the group hardly intended to
spend their break relaxing on a beach. Instead,
the six planned to join hundreds of others to
protest the Free Trade Area of the Americas, a
proposed agreement that could ultimately
“eliminate trade and investment barriers on vir¬
tually all goods and services traded by member
countries.” (www.ftaa-alca.org) Members of
the Bates New World Coalition, an activist
group concerned with social, political and eco¬
nomic justice, the six protesters saw the
F.T.A.A. protests as a tremendous chance to
raise awareness about their cause.
“I oppose the F.T.A.A. because I believe this
corporate agreement is detrimental to the life of
this Earth,” says Conrad, a member of the
Maine Fair Trade Campaign and New World
Coalition coordinator. “The agreement is unde¬

mocratic, will undermine labor rights and cause
further job loss, and will jeopardize consumer
and environmental protection.”As part of their
efforts to alert others about their cause, the
group documented many of the marches and
rallies they attended during the trip on film.
The footage was later compiled into a docu¬
mentary which was screened in Olin on
Monday night.
The 40-minute film
provides insight into the
conditions the group
experienced
while
attending
peaceful
marches and gatherings
around Miami. In particular, the documentary
examines the police brutaiity the protesters
encountered frequently
throughout their trip. Accompanied by other
protesters from across the country, the six Bates
students sang songs, chanted and held demon¬
strations to protest the F.T.A.A. One scene
shows protesters chanting and drumming on the
street while chanting “Free people, not free

trade!” In another, demonstrators bat at a giant
pinata shaped like a dollar sign.
Despite their peaceful nature, the film shows
that each protest and march the group attended
was marred by police intimidation, and in many
cases, violence. “There wasn’t any respect for
life,” says a narrator over footage of police vio¬
lence. Indeed, fighting for the cause they
believe in was not without danger; the film
included footage of
junior Ryan Conrad’s
head being cracked
open by a police
baton. Protesters also
encountered every¬
thing from tear gas to
cannons to rubber
bullets. All six of the
7
7
protesters from Bates
ultimately
served
brief jail time for
—
charges ranging from
“unlawful assembly” to “failure to obey a
police officer.” For her, junior Sarah ShermanStokes said in the film, being in jail was not her
favorite part of the trip but served as a reminder
of how society treats inmates in the American

“I oppose the FTAA.
because I believe this corporate agreement is detrimen^al fo fog Hfe
Earth,” said Ryan Conrad.

judicial system.
Overall, the documentary conveyed the
mixed feelings of solidarity and anger at
overzealous police force with which the group
left the protests. “Admittedly,” commented jun¬
ior Alec Maybarduke, “The days when protest¬
ing would actually get a meeting stopped are
passed, cities spend too much money on police
for our protests to directly affect meetings. But
just by being there we break the illusion of con¬
sensus.”
“Even though there wasn’t a lot of media
coverage,” added sophomore Hannah Johnson,
“The protests got people talking and thinking.”
While the group members found the protests
alone “empowering” and “life changing,” they
have been, using the film to spread the word
about their cause even after Miami. In addition
to the screening in Olin, the group screened the
film last weekend in New Hampshire at the
People’s Primary and hopes to continue to cir¬
culate their film.
“Today’s protests,” reflected Conrad, “are
not about going in and causing chaos. They are
about teaching people and giving them the
resources and tools they need for empower¬
ment.”

Jean Kilbourne, renowned nutritionist to visit
LEWISTON, Maine — Internationally recog¬
nized for her pioneering work on how advertis¬
ing represents alcohol, tobacco and the image
of women, author Jean Kilbourne offers a slide
presentation titled "The Naked Truth:
Advertising's Image of Women" at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 28, in the Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall, Bates College, 75 Russell St.
The presentation by Kilbourne, twice named
"Lecturer of the Year" by the National
Association of Campus Activities, explores the
relationship of media images to actual prob¬
lems in society — violence, sexual abuse of
children, rape and sexual harassment, pornog¬
raphy and censorship, teenage pregnancy,
addiction and eating disorders.
The event is open to the public at no cost. It
is sponsored by the Bates Eating Awareness
Association, the offices of the dean of faculty
and the president, the departments of psycholo¬
gy and sociology, the Center for Service-

Learning, the college Health Center and the in Boston, Mass.
Kilbourne has lectured at more than onePsychology Club.
A widely published writer and speaker, third of all the colleges and universities in the
United States and all of
Kilbourne is the author of
the major universities in
"Can't Buy My Love: How
Canada, as well as scores
Advertising Changes the Way
of private and public
We Think and Feel" (Simon &
schools. She is known for
Schuster, 2000), called by
her wit and warmth and
Publishers Weekly "a profound
her ability to present
work that is required reading
provocative topics in a
for informed consumers." It
way that unites rather
won
the
Distinguished
Publication Award from the
than divides, encourages
dialogue, and moves and
Association for Women in
Psychology.
empowers people to take
Kilbourne is also known for
action in their own and in
Courtesy Photo society's interest.
her award-winning film and
An editorial writer in
video documentaries "Killing Jean Kilbourne.
Us Softly," "Slim Hopes" and
AdWeek magazine wrote
"Calling the Shots." A visiting research scholar of Kilbourne, "After listening to [her], I would
at the Wellesley Centers for Women, she lives never doubt her intellectual honesty. While she

Students enjoy 84th Carnival
pretty much going to be too cold,” described club member Mike Buffo.
This was discouraging to the thrill seekers who were planning on partic¬
ipating in the Puddle Jump, which
consists of leaping through a hole
in the ice covering Lake Andrews
and hopefully resurfacing in time
to make it over to a roaring bon
fire
without
experiencing
hypothermia. If the weather
improves, the jump will be
rescheduled for this weekend.
Those that braved the elements
to attend the proceedings of this
past week were provided with fun
and entertaining events, which is
what should be expected from the
second oldest, consecutive run¬
ning Winter Carnival in the coun¬
try.
“The CHC worked hard this
year and put a lot of effort into
planning activities students would
like,”
summed
up
Dean
Tannenbaum. Students can look
forward to the festivities of the
Work Done, Co-Directors Maralyn Davis and Dick next carnival. However, looking
Woodcock Coast Into Winter Carnival
forward to the next Maine winter
Bates Student Archive/The Bates Student is optional.

WINTER CARNIVAL

Continued from p. 1
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FLASH BACK -The 1948 directors of the Winter Carnival.
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Newman Day 2004
NEWMAN DAY
Continued from p. 1

Winter celebration successful in spite of postponed outdoor activities
style of rock. “They put on a
great show and the people
who came had a good time,”
commented
Dean
Tannenbaum, faculty advi¬
sor for the CHC.
Inspired by the theolo¬
gians of ancient Greece and
the movie Animal House, the
CHC threw a toga party
Saturday night in the Gray
Cage. To enhance the blacklight at the dance, glow paint
and neon light sticks were
on hand. Many students
even chose to strictly follow
the theme by fashioning
their own togas out of
sheets.
Unfortunately
events
scheduled by the Outing
Club for Sunday were post¬
poned due to the severe cold.
“I just looked at the wind
chill and it was going to be
10 below and thought it was

bills herself as a critic of advertising, she is
more akin to a prophet calling out in the wilder¬
ness for fundamental change in the way we
communicate publicly with one another."
Kilbourne is nationally recognized as an
expert on addictions, gender issues and the
media. She served as an adviser to former
Surgeons General C. Everett Koop and Antonia
Novello and has testified before Congress. In
1993 she was appointed by the U.S. secretary
of health and human services to the prestigious
National Advisory Council on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism.
She has been deeply involved in the national
campaign to stop the marketing of tobacco
products to young people, and was the sole
expert featured in a 1996 television special on
this issue hosted by President Clinton and
Linda Ellerbee.
Courtesy of Office of Communications and
Media Relations.
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eggs in an hour. How that has anything to do
with our adopted version is not quite clear, but
whatever the reason, the day is still held in his
honor, even to his dismay. A few years ago,
Paul Newman consulted the school about the
subject and requested that the day be celebrat¬
ed in a manner that did not condone drinking.
Despite his suggestion, nothing has been done
to change it.
In terms of safety, nothing was too out of
control. Tom Carey, Director of Security, stat¬
ed that “the students were very quiet and coop¬
erative this year. Some people brought beer
into Commons, but overall things were calm
and the dorms were in good shape.” According
to junior Nicole Langelier, who was on duty
that night for Bates EMS, everything seemed
pretty tame as well. “Despite the enormous
amount of alcohol imbibed by Batsies this
Newman Day, there were no more alcohol
related calls to Bates EMS than any other
Friday night. This was probably due to the fact
that, if done properly, Newman Day usually
only resorts to the person passing out, and
nothing more serious. The constant rate of
consumption makes it less likely that someone
will drink themselves into a dangerous condi¬
tion.” Regardless of the high student partici¬
pation level in the event, Newman Day this
year seemed to be handled in a responsible
manner.
.*•<* A** «.#>«**.« * * * 4 • • *■**•*•**
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Winter Carnival is full of rich traditions
by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
NEWS EDITOR
Every year, after a long winter break, Bates
students make their way back to campus and,
grudgingly, back to work. To make the transi¬
tion easier, a number of clubs on campus get
together, and create a program of several days
of fun events and activities which we now call
the Winter Carnival.
The Carnival has been run with such consis¬
tency that it’s an expected annual event, but stu¬
dents haven’t always had a Winter Carnival to
look forward to. The Dec. 3, 1920 (Volume
XLVIII, Issue 28) issue of The Student includ¬
ed an article detailing what was to become the
first annual Winter Carnival. The article read
“exciting contests on ice and snow will feature
the carnival,” which was held that year on the
first day of second semester. The Outing Club
which was in its formative years in 1920, ran
the Carnival. Modeled after the successful
Dartmouth Outing Club (created in 1909), ours
was created in 1920 during the previous school

year.
The Nov. 18, 1921 (Volume XLIV, Issue 28)
issue of The Student provided a more detailed
account of the events of the second annual
Carnival. The article explained that “the event
of the season is to be the great carnival which
this year will occupy three days... A toboggan
slide will be constructed on Mt. David. Lake
Andrews will be lighted by electricity and
maintained in first class condition for the use of
the students and frequent snowshoe trips will
be in order.” That year’s events included snowshoe, ski, and skating races, as well as hockey
games, “a great masquerade party at the rink,
and a grand ball.”
Though the general idea of the Carnival has
remained, much about it has changed - includ¬
ing its title. The Carnival has been referred to
as the “Winter Olympics”, “Shangri-La”,
“Winterspielen", and “Winterval” to name a
few.
Some traditions associated with the
Carnival, like the torch run, have not always
been a part of the festivities, while other tradi¬
tions, like the coronation of an annual queen

Muskie Archives and Special Collections Library/The Bates Student

Governor Edmund Muskie (‘36) lights the first Winter
Carnival torch in 1958.

and her court, have long-since faded away.
The Jan. 31 (Volume LXXXIV, Issue 12)
issue of The Student describes the first Winter
Carnival torch run which was framed on the
Olympic torch run, specifically that of 1956 in
Melbourne. Australia. The author of the article,
“Carnival Torch Lighting Shows Comparison
To Early Tradition”, Hannah Faulkner, wrote:
“The eighteen Bates men who brought the
flame along its course to be preserved in the
central skating rink torch performed in minia¬
ture the Melbourne feat. Two torches were
used. The men traveled the 31 miles from
Augusta to Lewiston in approximately halfmile shifts. The original torch was lighted by
Governor Muskie [‘36] near the State House in
Augusta, then a smaller, lighter torch was car¬
ried by the runners.”
Twelve years after the addition of the torch
run, the fiftieth Winter Carnival was held. The
year after that (1971), in an attempt to distance
themselves from the traditions of old, students
created a new name “Winterval” and apparent¬
ly abandoned a fifty-year old tradition - the

Muskie Archives and Special Collections
Library/The Bates Student

Pauline Curtis lights the 1968 torch.

annual coronation of a Queen. Traditionally,
over the previous fifty Winter Carnivals a
Queen was coronated and was then given
opportunity to choose her Queen’s court - a
grouping of a handful of her friends. The
Queen and her court appeared at all the Winter
Carnival events and were usually the female
movers and shakers of the school and usually
came in the form of Student editors, student
government members, debaters and so forth.
Many would agree that Winter Carnival is
better off with some of the newer traditions.
And though traditions have come and go, the
soul of the Carnival has remained untouched.
Speaking of soul, in 1989, the traditional
Winter Carnival formal was changed to a toga
party in honor of Otis Day (of Animal House
fame) who was supposed to perform here.
After Day cancelled his performance the Chase
Hall Committee chose to keep the toga party
which has since taken the place of the formal
which, by then, was teamed up with Newman
Day and the Puddle jump, and was probably
just a little out of place anyway.

Bates Student Archive/The Bates Student

A 1966 ice sculpture of a swan.

Bates Student Archive/The Bates
Student

A 1963 beer mug ice sculp¬
ture.
Muskie Archives and Special Collections Library/The Bates Student
Muskie Archives and Special Collections Library/The Bates Student

Jim Longley lights the 1978 torch.
LONG LIVE THE QUEEN!

WRITE NEWS
email

nchokshi
Her Highness Jeanne Mather an<l Her Court: Loueiia Flett, Joyce Baldwin, Phyllis Smit!
Joan Thompson, Jean Cheney, Fern Dworkin, and Joyce Streeter

Bates Student Archive/The Bates Student

The 1948 Queen and her court.
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RA rejuvenated: Out with the old and in with the new
Constitutional Transition Committee oversees the switch from the old to the new RA
by TIM AYERS
STAFF WRITERS
After more than a month of uncertainty, there
is finally a new Representative Assembly at
Bates. With a vote concluding at midnight on
Monday, the members of the RA passed a con¬
stitutional amendment enacting a new constitu¬
tion and dissolving the former RA.
With the passage of this amendment, all
members’ positions in the old RA cease to exist,
including those of the executive board. Control
of the new RA will be overseen by the
Constitutional Transition Committee, whose
members will organize elections for a new RA
President and other vacant positions on the
executive board.
The membership of the new RA will consist
solely of dorm representatives, with one mem¬
ber per dorm, and an additional representative
for dorms with more than 50 students. This is
a change from the former system, where each

club had its own representative, which resulted
in many students having more than one voice in
the assembly.
Since early December, the status of the
Representative Assembly had been questioned
by most of the student body. Last fall, the RA
decided to pursue the implementation of a new
constitution, and after much debate, determined
the students should have a say in the matter and
laid out guidelines for them to voice their opin¬
ion.
On December 1, the RA held a referendum
vote open to the entire student body on whether
the student government should adopt a new
constitution. This constitution is the product of
more than a year of work by the Constitutional
Reform Committee. Over 80 students voted in
the referendum, which fulfilled the requirement
for 75 students to cast a vote, and 79 percent of
the students voted in favor of the RA adopting
a new constitution. However, despite the stu¬
dent body expressing their desire for the RA to

News I n Brief
- On Friday, Jan. 24, K-Fai Steele took down
her artwork from the windows of Pettengill
Hall. Her artwork, also her senior thesis, was a
22-piece series of paintings titled “Me and
Jesus.” Inspired by a trip to Rome, Steele
sought to replicate a contemporary series of
religious paintings that would relate to
Americans.

“Be Aware” week. Events include back mas¬
sages on Tuesday night, a nutritionist who will
speak on Wednesday night, a workshop on
Thursday on how to help friends with an eating
disorder, tips on healthy eating around com¬
mons on Friday, and a workshop explaining
“How to Eat for Your Activity Level” on
Saturday.

- On the evening of Saturday, Jan. 25, students
were invited to the Silo to watch as NASA
received its first responses from the Mars rover
Opportunity. Between twenty and thirty stu¬
dents attended.

- The puddle jump, to be held on Sunday, Jan.
26, was postponed indefinitely due to bitterly
cold temperatures. The other Winter Carnival
events were all successfully executed.

- The Bates Eating Awareness Association is
hosting a series of events this week for their

- Bates will be hosting another blood drive on
Tuesday, Feb. 4, in Chase Hall Lounge.

Movie Times Effective Fri. 1/30 Through Tues. 2/5

Mystic River (R)

12:25,3:30,6:50,9:35,

Butterfly Effect (R)

12:00,2:20,4:35,7:05,9:25

Big Fish (PG13)

12:05,3:55,7:10,9:40,
12:15,2:20,7:00,

Cheaper by the Dozen (P G)
Torque (PG13)
Cold Mounlain(R)

'

4:45,9:10
12:10,3:20,6:55,9:45

Lord of the Rings: Return of the King (PG) 12:00,3:55,7:5 0
Big Bounce (PG13)
Along Came Polly (PG13]1
Perfect Score (PG13)

12:05,2:10,4:10,9:15
12:10,2:10,4:10,7:10,9:15
12:20,2:30,4:30,7:20,9:20

Miracle (1/31 Sneak Preview in Place of Tad Hamilton) (PG) 7:00

•

adopt a new constitution, the members of the
RA, participating in a separate ballot, voted not
to adopt this new constitution.
In the weeks since the referendum, many
members of the RA have wondered whether the
old RA is still the legitimate government
because the members did not vote to dissolve,
whether the new constitution is in effect
because the students voted for it, or whether
there are two forms of government. President
Laconi cleared up the confusion upon return
from break by explaining that until the RA
chooses to accept the new constitution, the old
government is the only one in existence.
In the meeting on January 19, several mem¬
bers tried to reintroduce the constitutional
amendment to adopt the new constitution, but
decided not to when if’was discovered that
there were barely 20 official RA members due
to a new rule requiring all members to confirm
their status in the RA, which most failed to do.
The amendment was once again introduced

at this week’s meeting, and while the RA mem¬
bership now stands at 43 people, only 25 mem¬
bers were present, meaning there still were not
enough people to reach the two-thirds majority
needed to pass the new constitution. Despite
this, the membership decided to go ahead with
the vote and extended the voting deadline to
midnight. Ultimately, 30 members voted in
favor of the amendment, just barely achieving
the needed majority.
At the meeting, questions arose as to whether
the CTC was ready to assume total control of
the RA, and CTC member James Fischer
assured the RA that the committee was ready to
hold elections to get the new RA going.
With the passage of this amendment, the
elections for RA President and Vice President,
scheduled for this week, were cancelled and the
CTC will announce a nomination period for the
executives of the new RA.

BATES TEAM DEBATES T0RLD
ROLE IN IRAQ WITH HARVARD
Quimby debate team concluded that allowing
the Iraqi people to try Saddam would bring
about “stability,” building a “solid democracy,”
This past Thursday, Jan. 22, the Brooks as well as bringing the different ethnic groups
Quimby Debate Council invited Harvard’s of Iraq together.
debate team to come to Bates. The topic of the
Side opposition, Harvard, argued that
debate was, "Does the world belong in Iraq?” because Iraq is in such turmoil the Iraqi people
Nearly 150 students were packed into Chase are incapable of justly trying their former
ler. In their argunt,
Harvard
ued that the Iraqi
pie would seek
ibution, not jus:. Also, they
ught up the fact
There is a lack of
ystem of punishat, no constitui, no judicial sysl, and no apparathrough which
ddam can be
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student tried. According to
Harvard, the people
Bates debaters (from left to right): Mike Neville O-Neill
of Iraq would seek
(‘07), Chris Laconi (‘05), and Drew Jarboe (‘05)
retribution because
of the proximity of the effects of Saddam’s
Hall to watch the debaters square off.
Before the debate started, the president of the regime and would be unable to proceed fairly.
Brooks Quimby Debate Council, Ryan They also contested that because time is cru¬
Shepard, stated that Bates debaters have an cial, it would be difficult for the people of Iraq
“inferiority complex” debating with Ivy to try Saddam because they would first have to
League schools. However, he believed that create and set up a government. As a result, the
Bates would do better in the debate because opposition believes that since Saddam commit¬
Harvard was in “our court [not to mention], ted crimes against humanity, he should be
they’re not much better than us.”
“turned over to the world,” concluded Nico
Bates’ debaters,
side government,
consisted
of
Andrew
Jarboe
(‘05), Christopher!
Laconi (‘05), and
Michael NevilleO'Neill
(‘07).
Harvard’s debater,
side
opposition,
consisted of Emily
Dupran
(‘05),
Arianna
Kelly
(‘05), and Nico
Ryan Toussaint/fhe Bates Student
Cornell (‘04).
Bates, side gov¬ Harvard debaters (from left to right): Emily Dupran (‘07),
ernment, argued Arianna Kelly (‘05), Nico Cornell (‘04)
that the United
Nations and the United States should stay out Cornell.
of Iraq. They debated that the injustice brought
In her floor speech, Rakhshan Zahid (’07),
about by Saddam’s regime should be settled by stated that “Saddam did not only kill Iraqis” but
the people of Iraq and not the United Nations. surrounding groups as well, and these groups
They summed up their argument in three has just as much right to trying Saddam as the
points: Truth, Justice, and the American Way. Iraqis. Most importantly, she stated that due to
Bates’ last argument was that if America wants safety reasons the “trial cannot be conducted in
to show their trust in the competence of the Iraq.”
Iraqi people we must relinquish all control over
By a show of hands the Bates team was, in
the fate of Saddam. As a result, the Brooks the end, victorious over Harvard.
by MRAJ CHOKSHI & YAMM TIIACH
NEWS EDITOR & STAFF WRITER
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La coni’s farewell address
[Editor’s Note: this speech was delivered by President Chris Laconi at the Monday, January 26,
RA meeting. We ask our readers to keep in mind that it was initially intended to be delivered ver¬
bally.]
My friends and colleagues,
Let me begin by saying that is has been a pleasure serving under you over the course of the past
360 days. Reflecting on this past year, we have much to be proud of. In what I view as a positive
departure from the past, the RA has spent much of its time and energy reaching outside of itself,
finding ways to improve life on campus.
Much of this work has been done quietly, through the host of student and student faculty com¬
mittees that are the workhorses for changing and implementing college policy, Larry and the
Committee on Committees did a superb job of selecting dedicated individuals who keep us regu¬
larly updated on their progress. While we often only hear of their work through weekly commit¬
tee reports, but we see the fruit of their efforts every day.
The year’s successes are not limited to behind the scenes, however. The Assembly itself has seen
a renewed interest in campus life and life outside of the RA, and its progressive legislative agen¬
da has reflected this. In bills, resolutions and forums, you have taken on issues such as late-night
access to academic buildings, dining services, campus smoking policy, and the development of the
new college master plan.
Thanks to Fabio, we now have a sleek and functional website where past archives and current
records can be easily accessed by all. Even now, Tonya is developing a concurrent website focus¬
ing on making the work of committees more publicly available. Operating on the smallest budget
in many years, the RA’s frugality with its own funds has permitted Carrie, Katie, and the budget
committee to allocate record amounts to student projects and organizations through co-sponsorships. A more efficient parking permit allocation system has allowed for the distribution of 50
additional parking permits.
Through the election of two new task forces, the student body now has a voice in campus secu¬
rity policy and enforcement, and in college finance and budget decisions. For the first time ever,
interested students can form organizations under the review of the peers instead of faculty. We
even made newspaper headlines by being one of the first college student governments in the coun¬
try to condemn pre-emptive military action in Iraq. This year, and the past semester in particular,
the RA possessed passion and activism not seen in a long time.
Then, something happened at the end of November. We hit a brick wall. The vote, referendum,
process and conflicts surrounding the proposed constitution produced ambiguity and confusion.
This sapped the energy that had inspired debate, legislation and initiative throughout the Fall
semester. Yet we only need to think back a couple weeks to realize that the RA doesn’t have to be
like this - and it won’t for long.
Tonight we have the opportunity not only to hear the ideas of the three candidates, but also to
reflect on the part that each of us as individuals must play in the reinvigoration of the RA. I hope
that by actively returning to the membership of the RA, after two years on the Executive Board, I
can do my part toward this common goal. It has been a pleasure working with people like Tahsin,
individuals of the highest integrity who, over the years, have dedicated untold thankless hours to
the RA. The selection of candidates tonight gives me cause for great optimism. All three are fully
capable of putting forth the time, energy and skills required of their duties. Yet no group of offi¬
cers can revive the Assembly without the commitment and enthusiasm of the membership.
The RA isn’t dead, but in the last few weeks, it has dozed off. All of us in this room tonight members, officers, students, have a role to play in waking up the RA. A year ago tonight I said
“let’s get to work.” Now I say, “let’s get back to work.”

Author to speak about extraterrestrial life
LEWISTON, Maine — Even as new images
from Mars are captivating viewers all around
planet Earth, the author of a new book about
extraterrestrial life comes to Bates College to
discuss the subject from cultural, historical
and scientific perspectives.
David Grinspoon, whose “Lonely Planets:
The Natural Philosophy of Alien Life” was
published in November by HarperCollins,
begins his talk at 7 p.m. Friday, Feb. 6, in the
Keck Classroom (G52), Pettengill Hall,
Andrews Road. Sponsored by Sigma Xi and
the departments of geology and physics, the
talk is open to the public free of charge.
At 10:30 a.m. the following day, Grinspoon
will hold a book signing at Mr. Paperback,
855 Lisbon St.
Blending science, history, philosophy and
memoir, “Lonely Planets” turns the question
of alien life into a mirror on human aware¬
ness, desires and potential. With the perspec¬
tive of a scientist who has helped shape mod¬
em planetary exploration, Grinspoon even
engages with the spiritual dimensions of the

question, showing how both scientific and
"new age" thinking about alien life serve the
same deep spiritual urge.
“Grinspoon handles the wide variety of
material necessary for a coherent narrative
with great aplomb,” Publishers Weekly wrote.
“Even when he turns to physics, the author
runs to phrases like 'the Sun in its wild youth'
to describe the energy output of various kinds
of stars, making this book less a populariza¬
tion than a personable chat on life, the uni¬
verse and everything.”
Grinspoon is an adviser to NASA on plane¬
tary exploration strategy and is principal sci¬
entist in the Department of Space Studies at
the Southwest Research Institute in Boulder,
Colo. Internationally recognized as an authori¬
ty on planetary research, Grinspoon has writ¬
ten for Slate, Scientific American and
Astronomy, and has been interviewed by
National Public Radio, Colorado Public Radio
and the Public Broadcasting Service.
Courtesy Office of Communications and
Media Relations

COLLEGE TO UNVEIL NEW SQUASH CENTER
The new Bates Squash Center will be
unveiled at an opening ceremony on Jan. 30
featuring the women’s and men’s squash
matches vs. Dartmouth College.
The Bates women’s team takes on
Dartmouth at 5:30 p.m., followed by a brief
ceremony. The Bobcat men face Dartmouth at
approximately 8 p.m. The event is open to the
public.
The facility, located at 56 Alfred Plourde
Parkway, features five international-sized
courts. Both the men’s and women’s squash
teams will use the facility for daily practices
and matches.
“The feeling of this building is fantastic,”
says Bates men’s and women’s squash coach
John Illig. “I love the amount of open space,
and the sound in here is tremendous.”
The new courts are 21 feet wide, standard
width for all college squash matches. The con¬

verted racquetball courts that the team had been
practicing on at Merrill Gymnasium were all at
least one foot narrower.
“Squash is a game of repetition, angles and
shot patterns,” says Illig. “You can’t program
yourself on one sized court and then compete
on another. It would be like a basketball team
practicing on a lower hoop.”
Despite the competitive disadvantage of
practicing on a smaller court, both Bates
squash programs have achieved success. In
2003, the Bobcat women and men finished the
season 10th and 15th, respectively, in the
nation.
The Bobcats have already made good use of
the center, as both teams defeated Colby in the
first match played at the facility on Jan. 21.
Courtesy Office of Communications and
Media Relations.

Ask About Our Super Bowl Specials!
Papa John's
One 16” X-Large
Cheese Pizza
ALL-WHITE-MEAT BREAST FILLETS
Tetnicr, crispy and golden brown. Perfect for dipping!
AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN

Papa Johns
Better Ingredients

I Coupon required Expires 12/31/02. tm vaM with any other I
* offs, Wt only «t s*Sreii»!i«3 locates. Customer pays aJ *
lyapplica* sates sx. Adsitroal toppings extra.
|

I Papa John's l|
I Papa’s Chickenstrips |
and
l Gheesesticks
I
I

Coupon required. Expires 12/31/02,

I

Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

Lewiston
850 Lisbon Street

786-7272

[essebzes]
I

Two 14” Large
One Topping

|

$4 099

>nW I O

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

I Coupon required Expires 12/31/02. Not valid with any other 1
* oJfet Valid only at participating locations, Customer pays all *
^applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

tKI)t Pates is>tutient
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Pianist Frank Glazer warms Olin Concert Hall
by KARA DIETRICH
STAFF WRITER
Despite the freezing cold temperatures
that caused the puddle jump to be post¬
poned and prompted students to run from
place to place across campus to stave off
frostbite, students, faculty, and communi¬
ty members were able to warm up during
the many indoor events at Bates over the
weekend. One such event, a free piano
concert featuring Frank Glazer on Sunday
afternoon in the Olin Concert Hall,
offered not only warmth, but also peaceful
relaxation before a busy week to the many
people, particularly community members,
who attended Glazer’s performance.
As a well-known and highly acclaimed
pianist, Glazer played classical pieces
from Bach, Beethoven, and Chopin. He
opened the show with “Prelude and Fugue
in F minor,” a piece composed by Bach.
Although his musical talent was evident
from the onset, Glazer became only more

impressive throughout the performance.
The last piece before intermission,
“Fantaisie in F minor” composed by
Chopin, drew a loud applause from the
audience for its sound and the emotion
Glazer poured into it. From barely brush¬
ing the keys to pounding out the notes, his
fervor for the music, visible from every
seat in the concert hall, never waned.
Glazer is actually a member of the Bates
faculty as both a lecturer and artist-in-residence. He has been with Bates since
1980 when he and his wife retired to
Maine.
Before coming to Maine, he
taught at the Eastman School of Music for
15 years during which time he traveled
around the world performing, conducting
workshops, and giving lectures. He has
played with both the New York
Philharmonic and the Boston Symphony
Orchestras.
While his credentials speak for them-

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Frank Glazer at his piano concert last Sunday.

See GLAZER, p.14

A LOOK AT INDIE FILMS

Q&A with The Big Show
by BERNIE HERLYN

A guide to finding and enjoying the seasons independent films
by LOUIS DENNIG
STAFF WRITER
Independent films are rarely seen by the
general populace, but are usually some of
the best films made in any given year. This
past year, four independent films that, if
ever available, should certainly be given a
chance are Monster, Shattered Glass,
Pieces of April, and The Cooler.
Monster is the story of the first female
serial killer in the United States who was
put to death two years ago for murdering
people who picked her up by while she was
acting as a hooker. While the movie is in
fact not very good - it moves too slowly
and is too grotesque and depressing - in all
honesty Charlize Theron, who stars as the
serial killer, delivers the best performance
by an actress that I have ever seen, period.
Oh, and by the way, she looks disgusting.

Charlize Theron as a serial killer
in Monster.
The make-up artistry in Monster is truly
incredible, in making such a beautiful
actress look so awful, but still so real.
Theron’s performance opposite Christina
Ricci is so believable it’s frightening.
Putting up a performance like Theron did is
one thing, but putting it up behind the pros¬
thetics, make up, and fake teeth like she
had to is incredible. As Roger Ebert said,
“If Charlize Theron doesn’t win the
Academy Award for this then the award
should no longer exist.” I wholeheartedly
agree.

Shattered Glass,
starring
Hayden
Christensen of Star Wars: Episode II and
Life as a House, is the story of Jason Glass,
reporter for The New Republic who fabri¬
cated almost all of his stories for the jour¬
nal, which holds the claim as the “In flight
magazine of Air Force One.” While many
people cried out at how awful Christensen
was in Star
Wars,
his
performance
here is comp 1 e t e 1 y
believable
and spot-on.
The
film
shows him
as a lovable
reporter
delivering a
speech to his
former high
school class
while writ¬
ing for the
magazine and an editor (Hank Azaria) that
loves him.
Soon, however, an online publication
writer (Steve Zahn) and Christensen’s new
editor, played with Oscar-worthy perfec¬
tion by Peter Sarsgaard of The Man in the
Iron Mask, begin to discover that a story
about a computer hacker is a complete fab¬
rication. This steamrolls into the realiza¬
tion by his editor that all of his stories have
been lies, but the entire staff will not
believe that their beloved writer would do
that.
Emotions and acting skill run
extremely high in this movie that if any¬
one, especially journalists, can get their
hands on, should see.
The Katie Holmes and Derek Luke driv¬
en Pieces of April is a mo;;iat really
holds up to the independent film stigma.
Shot on crude film, produced and financed
by some of the actors involved, and origi¬
nal in nature and delivery, April is the per¬
fect independent film. Holmes plays the
black sheep daughter of Oliver Platt and
(Golden
Globe
nominated)
Patricia
Clarkson. Living in a run down apartment
in New York with her new boyfriend, April
is trying to prepare thanksgiving dinner for
her mother, father, grandmother, brother
and sister and runs into a slew of problems
including a broken oven. The film is realSee INDIE, p.14

MUSIC COLUMNIST
Bernie Herlyn recently had the opportunity
to do a Q&A session with Carlin Woods, ’06,
of Bates’ very own The Big Show. They have
an upcoming show on February 28 at
Boondoogles, right here in Lewiston. Here is
what Woods had to say.
Bernie Herlyn: Give me some background
about the band, how did you all meet up and
get your start?
Carlin Woods: Last year Luke Vitas and I
started jamming in Olin. Me on my acoustic
guitar and him on the drums; that was
around November 2002. At that time, Tyler
Schmelz joined on as a bassist. We played
our first concert at Bates in the Play for
Peace concert that I threw last year in protest
against the white supremacist rally. Then,
that January, Justin Graves joined as the
rhythm guitarist. We practiced every day
and had our first off campus gig at the Sad
Cafe in Plaistqw, NH. The night before that

show, Adam Gemus had his bongos in my
room while we were jamming on acoustic
guitars and played very well. From there,
we added him to our band as a percussionist.
BH: How would you describe your sound to
someone who has never heard your band
before?
CW: I would say it is a melange- of funk,
rock, blues, and folk.
BH: What bands or musical styles have
influenced the sound of The Big Show?
CW: Phish, Ben Harper, Red Hot chili pep¬
pers, Jimi Hendrix,. Led Zeppelin, Pink
Floyd, Sublime, Tom Petty, Dispatch,
O.A.R., The String Cheese Incident and
Radiohead.
BH: How does the band approach the song¬
writing process?
See Q&A, p.14

At Bates and in the Area
Wednesday. Jan. 28
- 7:00P.M., Olin Concert Hall, A
slide presentation “The Naked
Truth: Advertising’s
Image
of
Women” will take place.

- 8:00P.M., Marvin’s Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information.
- 9:00P.M. Comedian P.J.
will be performing in Silo.

Walsh

Saturday. Jan. 31
Thursday. .Tan. 29
- 7:30P.M., Maine Playwrights’
Festival at the Portland Performing
Arts Center. Tickets are $4 for stu¬
dents. Call 766-3389 for informa¬
tion.
- 8:00P.M., Marvin’s Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information.

- 7:30P.M., Maine Playwrights’
Festival at the Portland Performing
Arts Center. Tickets are $4 for stu¬
dents. Call 766-3389 for informa¬
tion.
- 8:00P.M., Marvin’s Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information.
Sunday. Feb. 1

Friday. Ian. 30
- 6:00P.M., Monsoon Wedding will
be showing in Olin 105.
- 7:30P.M., Maine Playwrights’
Festival at the Portland Performing
Arts Center. Tickets are $4 for stu¬
dents. Call 766-3389 for informa¬
tion.

- 2:00P.M., Marvin’s Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information.
- 3:00P.M., There will be a solo
cellist performance given by
Eugene Friesen in Olin Concert
Hall.
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Photo exhibits document semester in China

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

by MEGAN RICHARDSON
ARTS EDITOR
If you’ve visited the Ronj or the Chase
Hall Gallery recently, you’ve no doubt
caught a glimpse at some of the mysteri¬
ous photos hanging on the walls. These
photos, which cover a variety of subjects,
were taken by Bates students and docu¬
ment their semester in China. One of the
students, sophomore Lucia Tiererova,
spoke to The Bates Student, giving a
behind-the-scenes look at her experiences
in China.
Academically,
each
student
was
required to take two classes taught by
Bates professors - an Economics course
and a Chinese Philosophy course - as well
as three Chinese language courses.
Students could choose between beginner,
intermediate, or advanced language class¬
es, depending on their experience with the
Chinese language.
However, Tiererova
admits that she learned far more from her
experiences outside of class than inside.
The students stayed mainly in Nanjing,
but they took four weeklong trips through¬
out the semester. The first trip was to
Tibet, which was “everyone’s favorite.”
Here the students saw monks and visited
monasteries, enjoying the landscape as
they went. The students next visited
Beijing, which, despite some bad weather,

was beautiful and a lot of fun. They got to
see the Great Wall, which was amazing,
though filled with tourists. The next trip
took them to the western border of China,
to Xinjiang, which was “basically sand,
sun, and no rain.” The students learned to
ride on camels and horses, and there are
some beautiful photos of this sandy area,
including one taken by Tiererova, hanging
in the exhibit. The final trip was taken at
the end of the semester, after papers and
exams were no longer a worry. This jour¬
ney, to the southwestern province Yunnan,
was relaxing, and was filled with histori¬
cal cites as well as lots of local people.
When asked about the differences
between American and Chinese culture,
Tiererova had some interesting notes to
make. First of all, there was the food,
which she said was “fun to try, but scary
sometimes.”
Breakfast was usually
dumplings or fried pancakes. Lunch and
dinner always involved a bowl of rice and
a cup of tea. There were other dishes
added as well, with lots of pork and beef,
lots of oil, and not a lot of vegetables.
This could be tough for the vegetarians in
the group. There wasn’t much milk, and
no real fresh vegetables. Tiererova said
that her Chinese roommate’s favorite
snack was a dish of boiled chicken feet.
Clearly, the food is one way in which
Americans and the Chinese definitely dif¬

fer.
There are other, more important differ¬
ences, though. Tiererova noticed a differ¬
ence in friendships. “I think here friend¬
ships are based on the material, and it’s
not like that there.” She talked about the
dorms in the Chinese University, which
held eight people in each room, had no
heat or air conditioning, and no hot show¬
ers. “People are a lot more equal there, so
the friendships are closer.” Everyone is
very similarly dressed. Tiererova said that
the students dressed much more formally
in China then we do here, with fewer col¬
ors and much more modest styles. This
difference in dress makes each tourist
really stand out. Also there is no such
thing as splitting a bill in China. “When
you go out to eat with your friends, at the
end of the meal, everyone fights over who
gets to pay” says Tiererova. “They have a
saying, ‘if you want a free lunch, just
invite your friend.’”
The popular mode of transportation in
China is also different. Tiererova says that
one of the best things she did was buy a
bike while there. “Everyone bikes every¬
where. It is the cheapest, easiest way to
get around. The system is very fast and
organized.” According to Tiererova, there

is a biking system that is safe and easy to
use, complete with lights and lanes, much
like how Americans use cars. Tiererova
says that she wasn’t able to really explore
the town until she started riding her bike,
and experiencing the area on bike was a
whole new experience for her. It was
clearly one of her favorite memories.
Despite all the differences, there are
some similarities between the two cultures
as well. There were McDonalds every¬
where. Also, Tiererova witnessed the same
obsession with weight and appearance that
is so prevalent in America. “Everyone is
really obsessed with weight! My room¬
mate was tiny, but she was afraid of get¬
ting fat. And everyone really cares about
their skin. They are just typical college
girls, you know?”
The trip was apparently just as interest¬
ing and varied as the photographs featured
in the exhibits. In summation, Tiererova
said that the trip was “a good experience,
and a nice introduction to the culture.”
Stop by the Ronj' or the Chase Hall
Gallery to get your own taste of the
semester abroad in China.

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Photos from the Chase Hall Gallery documenting last semester’s study
abroad program in China. Photos by Lucia Tiererova(above left) and Aarjan
Dixit (above).

Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
The Imposters (1998)
A Stanley Tucci Film
Starring Stanley Tucci, Oliver Platt, Alfred Molina, Lili Taylor, Steve Buscemi, Tony Shaloub, and Isabella Rossellini.
The Plot:
Arthur (Tucci) and Maurice (Platt), are two starving actors who come up with bizarre plots to get work and food. One night
while making fun of a fellow actor named Jeremy Burtom in a bar, they are overheard and are chased off by the crazed actor
(Molina). The two friends end up as stowaways on board a ship, where Burtom is a passenger. While hiding from Burtom,
they discover that they are not the only imposters aboard ship, as nearly every other passenger has his or her own secrets to
hide!
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The Lowdown:
This movie is funny in a ‘30s slapstick sort of way. Tucci and Platt are great as the quirky actors, and hysterical performanc¬
es are also given by Buscemi as Happy Franks, Taylor as part of the crew, and Shaloub as a Russian spy. If you’ve never
seen The Imposters, you need to go out and rent it.
Quotations:

fcellfl POSTORS
r•

Arthur: “ Sir, you wouldn't know a good creme puff if it jumped up and licked you on the ass.”
Happy: “He was a great agent! I loved him like a brother. I loved my wife like a mother and a hooker. And look where it's
got me!”
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Celebration: Sierra
Nevada’s great IPA
by MATT MURPHY
BEER CRITIC

JACK BLACK WILL ROCK OLIN THIS WEEKEND
by LOUIS DENNIG
STAFF WRITER

Jack Black is the kind of actor who can save
movies with really bad scripts and storylines
Sierra Nevada crafts some of the finest beer
(please note Saving Silverman and Orange
in this country. I decided to review beers
County). In School of Rock, he delivers his
from around the country sold locally because | same over the top, standout role on top of a
Maine doesn’t brew a fantastic IPA. Shipyard
movie with an actual solid foundation to pro¬
and Sea Dog both brew average IPA’s. IPA
duce an incredibly fun movie that unfortunate¬
stands for India Pale Ale. It’s basically pale
ly doesn’t have a lot of emotion behind it.
ale with an extra spicy zing from hops. This
School of Rock is set in an incredibly rigid
style of beer was started during the British
prep school for Middle School students, where
colonization of India. British pale ale was
Joan Cusack plays the uptight principal who
given more hops to preserve the beer for the i looks and acts as though she’s out of a how-to
voyage. The result was the IPA. American
book for being a scary headmistress. The kids,
IPA’s tend to be more bitter than their English
for the most part, are just as preppy and rigid as
counterparts. Pairing an IPA with spicy zesty
she is, knowing full well the consequences of
food is a good bet. Try IPA’s with Spicy
even the smallest step out of line in this ‘privi¬
BBQ, Indian, or Cajun foods.
leged’ school.
Jack Black is living, quite literally, in the cor¬
Presentation: Bottle contains a holiday
ner of his best friend’s and his manipulative
theme with holly, red ribbons, and an isolated
girlfriend’s house, surrounded by old CD’s' and
cabin. The cabin doesn’t really look like it
guitars, with a curtain for privacy. The begin¬
could stand any type of party greater than five
ning of the movie shows him being fired from
and the snow outside looks uninviting.
the band that he founded for being too wild dur¬
Basically, the picture of the cabin is very ide¬
ing performances: see the movie and you’ll
alized and I would not want anything to with | understand what too wild means.
it and a celebration.
Jack’s best friend is a substitute teacher, and
one day while Jack is doing nothing in the
Appearance: Celebration has a copper
apartment, he answers the phone and assumes
hazy hue. It has fantastic head retention, j the role of ‘sub’ for these unsuspecting prep
exhibits lacing.
school students for a month. From here on in
things get really interesting with Jack trying to
Smell: Hops and spices stand out and con¬
figure out how not to get caught by the admin¬
front the drinker poignantly.
istration, while keeping the kids convinced that
he really is a teacher.
Taste: The beauty of this beer lies in the
While observing a music class. Jack realizes
subtle yet complex flavor, a symphony of fla¬
that all of his students are incredible musicians,
vors from hops, herbs, spice and fruit. This
albeit at the piano, clarinet, bass, and sitar, and
beer has intoxicating diction, so that every
decides to teach these kids how to play rock
ingredient complements another ingredient. I
music for a ‘secret’ project that will take place
think the thing that makes this IPA so won¬
at the end of the month, a rock battle of the
derful is that it doesn’t taste like other IPAs.
bands which happens to include Jack’s ex¬
No it doesn’t have a high hop profile or a
band.
strong alcohol percentage, which I'm used to
As the students watch videos of Jimmy
in the American interpretation. I used to
Hendrix and Jack continues to hone their skills
despise IPA’s because I felt they were too
at the guitar, drums, and electric keyboard, the
spicy, but 1 kept drinking them and now I
kids who can’t be in the band take their posi¬
enjoy them.
tions in equally important jobs. One clear rep¬
Drinkability. This beer gets a 4 for drink
ability. I think this is a perfect beer, but not
something that you would want more than 3
of. The beer is quite a trip, but due to its com¬
plexities not the easiest voyage.

resentation of a homosexual 7^ grader wants to
be the fashion designer for the band. Summer,
the obvious over-achiever of the class, is the
band manager, and the big kid runs security,
which includes cameras showing the hallways
so Cusack won’t ever find them not studying.

While all of the antics of hiding the noise and
the class from the entire school are funny and
Jack Black adds a great level of hilarity to the
movie, there isn’t a lot of heart behind it.
There’s definitely a lot of conflict though. The
guitarist’s father is way too harsh and strict
with his son. one beautiful chubby girl with an
incredible voice is scared of singing in front of
people because of her weight, and Jack starts to
realize that his use of the children is unfair. But
despite all of this conflict, which shows that

this story really is well developed, none of it
feels true or sad, which might be caused by just
how over the top the rest of the movie is.
That being said, School of Rock is a really
fun movie. I enjoyed it immensely and Jack
Black is, as always, excellent and so over the
top that you can’t help but respect and love
him, even though you’ll leave the theater hav¬
ing not felt much of an emotional connection.

A reader’s response to Lost in Translation
by Yang Hwa

Contributing Writer
Last week The Bates Student published
a review of the movie Lost in Translation
which claimed that the movie was not real¬
ly about anything. Some readers dis¬
agreed, however, and so here is one stu¬
dent’s explanation of why Lost in
Translation is a great film.
I have to say,' I really liked Lost in
Translation. The first thing I did when I
got out of the theatre was tell friends that
they had to go see it. So before I set up a
shrine to Sofia Coppola (Lost in
Translation is her sophomore outing as
director), I should at least try to say why I
liked the film.
Now I know some of you thought
it was really ‘artsy’ and hard to understand,
whereas some others hated it under suspi¬
cions of political subversion; but since I
liked it, let me try and explain one way
(my way) to appreciate this movie. I’ll talk
about what this movie is not, and what it is.
It’s a comedy of manners, as
allmovie.com says. It’s a simple story
about two people in certain circumstances.
It makes fun of foreigners everywhere, and
their inability to get inside the head of
local culture. Some people would find
these circumstances stranger than others,
of course, and being an international stu¬

dent. I find the protagonists' circumstance
quite, quite, normal.
One of my favorite insights from phi¬
losophy is that though you never really can
deduce what your best friends feel or think, all
of human relationship is built on a sort of intu¬
itive empathy, a set of simple assumptions.
What can we do if our minds are incommensu¬
rable, go through life alone? Not quite, since it
turns out that we huddle close to others whom
we hold dear. With them we blindly ignore the
thought that we can never know each other. All
together we are children, gathered together,
shivering in the dark.
But most people don’t really care
about all the crap in the last paragraph. We
want to be happy individuals, and sometimes
it’s easier to be happy than at other times. It’s
really difficult to be sincerely happy when it
seems that all around you the world has gone
mad. And sometimes it takes an experience of
cultural immersion to brickbat bright, sultry
individuals on the back of the head, turning
them into poor, sulky ones. So, I think this is
what happens to Bob and Charlotte.
So what do people do, who live in
alien nations, where they see everything which
is weird magnified a thousand-fold, when
they’ve got nothing to do at night, when they’re
clubbing alone, or avoiding clubs because those
are weird too? People like this tend to look for
friends like themselves. If you were in Laos,

working, and you had no one to call, and no one
to talk to, very probably, the next person you’d
hang out with would be someone from your
own culture, but not just that. You’d probably
only want to be with someone with whom you
already shared a great deal of similarity. I think
this is what happens to Bob and Charlotte. They
find in each other something really, really
close-to-home.
And thanks to Sofia, Amen: here’s a
relationship focused on friendship, intimacy
and affection, rather than straight sex as its
groovy foundation. Oh, and 1 really liked the
ending, though it posed the question “should
Bob have left the car?” Sometimes it just seems
that there are necessary ways in which to say
goodbye. So I don’t blame the poor chap. But
anyway, it’s time those of you who haven’t seen
it go watch the movie.
As sort of an afterthought, I don’t think the
movie’s at all mainly about the westernization
of Japan. I mean, if anything at all, the rest of
the first world runs off Japanese consumer elec¬
tronics - and let’s not say anything about the
Japanization of America. They had pom first,
and digital watches, and cell phones, and a host
of other things which Americans swarm to like
the herds of mad otaku that they often are.
America now or before the civil war, is no com¬
parison to either Japan now or before the Meiji
Era. Cross into another country; the differences
are immense. Try it and see. Intent makes a dif¬
ference. Experiences differ.
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Artist-in-residence
Frank Glazer gives
peaceful performance

Talking with Bates’ own
The Big Show
Q&A
Continued from p. 11

GLAZER
Continued from p. 11

CW: I have written most of the lyrics and
music for the songs, but my contributions
don’t “make the song.” It takes a little of
selves, his performance Sunday was not J everyone’s influences to make the songs
stuffy. Though handsomely clad, Glazer’s ! good.
aura of comfortable refinement set a
relaxed tone for the afternoon’s concert.
BH: Why do you make music? What draws
It was about closing your eyes and enjoy- , you to it?
ing the music. The opening piece for the
second half of the performance, “Ballade
CW: I like music because it’s my own cre¬
in F minor” also by Chopin, was an eyeation. The feeling you get when you write a
closer, not because it put people to sleep,
structured piece of music that you work on
but because closing your eyes made the
and nurture until you can play it without
music all the more enjoyable.
thinking about it is by far the most amazing
Glazer has performed numerous con- 1 feeling ever; it’s like you are creating a new
certs free to the public during his time at
part of yourself. I love playing in a band
Bates. Although only a few Batesies
because playing in a collective effort to cre¬
filled the seats, those who attended
ate something that helps people enjoy them¬
seemed to enjoy the. study break. For
selves is to me the best thing I could be
those interested in escaping Super Bowl
doing with my friends. When we play and
mayhem next Sunday, Grammy award¬
when we’re in the “zone”, we know it and
winning cellist Eugene Friesen will be
we feed off of each others energy to bring
playing in the Olin Concert Hall at 3 p.m.
what we play up from being just a song to a
Bates students are free with their IDs.
piece of enjoyable art.... enjoyable for us
Adult admission is $10 and students and
and hopefully for the listener too.
seniors are $5. For more information, call
786-6135.
BH: What’s in store for The Big Show in the
future?

We’re looking for reliable writ¬
ers to cover all sorts of Arts
and Entertainment topics.

CW: We’re working on an album right now
that will hopefully be out by Short Term.
Also, we have two upcoming shows, one on
February 28 at Boondoogles here in
Lewiston. Everyone should be there! We
also have a show at the Alpha Phi Epsilon
fraternity at Ursinus College in Collegeville,
PA.

Email mrichard

You can check out The Big Show at:
http://www. bigshowband. com

Arts and Entertainment needs
writers!!!

A guide to independent films
INDIE
Continued from p. 11
ly broken up into two stories, one of the
family driving to April’s house, and one of
April trying not to ruin the dinner.

The family storyline swings the audi¬
ences’ emotions like a pendulum; the
mother, Clarkson, is dying of cancer and
her husband and two children treat her like
a child because of her condition. The
daughter is the epitome of a snobbish
child; she even sings opera in the car while
her mother looks on with an expression
that says “shoot me now.” But Clarkson
also adds a lot of humor to this very sad
role, for example sneaking away mischie¬
vously to hitch a ride on a motorcycle to
April’s house.
April’s story has the same emotional
pendulum effect. She tries to cook her
Thanksgiving dinner without a clue about
how to start, she tries to mash uncooked
potatoes, plops the cranberry sauce out of a
can onto a bowl in the refrigerator, stuffs
full pieces of celery into the turkey... you
can imagine the rest. Meanwhile Luke, the

very lovable boyfriend, leaves on an errand
that he can’t tell April about, which ends
up being getting a new suit from a thrift
store in order to impress her parents. The
whole film is so full of love - with April
being helped with the cooking by her
.neighbors, including Sean Hayes of Will
and Grace - and sorrow that it’s hard not to
feel a connection with the wonderful film
Pieces of April.
Finally, William H. Macy’s The Cooler
brings a new feel to the Vegas film genre.
Macy is a cooler, a man whose simple pres¬
ence brings people bad luck. There’s never
even cream when he wants it for his coffee.
Alec Baldwin, who plays the loveable but
manipulative and (at heart) evil casino
owner, does a magnificent job in his
Golden Globe-nominated performance.
Baldwin doesn’t want his best cooler to
leave, as Macy wants to now that his debt
has been repaid, so Baldwin sends the
beautiful Maria Bello of Coyote Ugly to
keep him in Vegas. The only problem is,
because of Bello, Macy is actually happy
for once. Macy starts bringing everyone
luck in the casino, and when he passes a
table or a slot machine people keep win¬
ning money from the casino. Baldwin has
to find a way to stop this,
The Cooler does something that so many
independent films should do, providing
actors with roles to stretch themselves and
prove that they are actually respectable and
credible stars. Macy’s change from a com¬
pletely unhappy cooler into the man of the
hour is so interesting to watch because it
feels so real. When things begin to turn
against his favor, his new-found strength
shines out accurately with his transforma¬
tion in a perfect way.
The actors in these films all got to show
their stripes in a fresh new way, and
through their remarkable performances,
they show that they are all worthy of the
big roles that should be offered to them
from now on.

LUIGGI’S PIZZERIA: A NEW
DINING EXPERIENCE
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
ARTS EDITOR
While waiting for a friend inside a bar¬
ber’s shop in my homotown one afternoon,
the barber casually asked me where I go to
school. When I told him that I go to Bates,
he did not respond with the usual, “WOW!
You must be really smart!” or “Lewiston,
huh? How’s that treating you?” Instead, the
pleasant old man simply asked, “have you
been to Luiggi’s?”
As it turns out, I hadn’t been to Luiggi’s.
I’d never even heard of it. That’s rather
shocking considering that it’s only about
three minutes away from campus. The
friendly old barber went on and on about
how great the place was. “It’s so old-fash¬
ioned! The food is really good, you get lots
of it, and it’s really cheap!” Now, I don’t
really care about old-fashioned, but cheap,
good food always sounds like a plan to me.
So, I made the three-minute trek to
Luiggi’s Pizzeria, located at 63 Sabattus
Street. The half-lighted neon sign made it
hard to miss. Inside, I could see what my
barber friend meant when he said it was old
fashioned. It was sort of like stepping into
a time warp, with the super-old decorations
and the jukebox, not to mention the teeny
booths with the seats way too close to the
tables. Anyway, we decided to order and
experience for ourselves the great-tasting
food from Luiggi’s Pizzeria.
The menu consists of various Italian
treats, such as spaghetti and meatballs,
and, of course, pizza. However, Luiggi’s is
not your average pizza joint. First of all, it

is assumed that meat will be on your pizza.
If you want meatless pizza, you must spec¬
ify that you do not want meat. Also, the
pizza is made on a sourdough crust, mak¬
ing it quite unlike any pizza I’ve ever tast¬
ed. Each pizza also comes with a free order
of delicious cheese bread sticks, which was
a nice touch. We also sampled the garlic
bread. One order of garlic bread isn’t very
big, but it is tasty.
As far as service was concerned, the per¬
son who took my order didn’t seem espe¬
cially thrilled to be there, but she wasn’t
mean, either. The food was ready very
quickly, which was nice, and there was
plenty of everything (except the garlic
bread, but it’s so cheap, you can just order
more).
My barber friend was right about one
thing - the price. I bought a large two top¬
ping pizza, an order of garlic bread, and a
couple of drinks for around ten dollars.
That’s incredibly cheap compared to every
other pizza place I’ve visited (and I’m
quite a pizza connoisseur). It wasn’t the
best pizza I’ve had, but it certainly wasn’t
the worst, and it’s a fun change to have
sourdough crust once in a while.
All in all, I’d say that if you haven’t vis¬
ited Luiggi’s Pizzeria, it’s worth a trip. If
you have been, it’s a fine place to go when
you’re craving some pizza (or spaghetti
and meatballs) but are low on cash. Who
knows, you might really love the place! My
barber friend from home sure did.
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What would you do with 10 minutes
of alone time with Tom Brady?

“Oh the possibilities...”
“I would tackle him...”
“Ungodly things...”

“I would make my broth¬
er shave off all his body
hair.”
“I would make my brother
give him a sponge bath.”

“He wouldn't have to
shower, we’d take care
of the sweat.”

“Pretend he was a
girl.”

Hillary Gerson, ‘ 04
Alyssa Asack, ‘ 04
Britt Emmons, ‘ 04

Alan Cooper, ‘ 07
Scott Cooper, ‘ 05

Kristen Truncellito, ‘ 04
Meredith Anderson, ‘ 07

Tina Browne, ‘ 04
Jen Tierney, ‘ 04

Reporting and Photographs by Chrissy Dove, Matt Gagne and Ryan Toussaint

You do the math.
For a limited time, first-time buyers

Save an additional $5

How smart is this: All the textbooks you

on purchases of s50 or morel

need for up to 50% off retail prices. New or

Simply use this code:

used, all you have to do is go to half.com

BATES

and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers.
Gotta love that new math.

byelj3/
Same textbooks.
Smarter prices.

Copyright 2003-2004 Half.com. Half.com, the Half.com logo, eBay and the eBay logo are trademarks of eBay Inc. All rights reserved. 'Average Retail Price of a New Textbook based on data from Follett Corp (as reported by The Associated Press in January 2003). Average
Retail Price of a UsedTextbook based on data from Monument Information Resources. Average Half.com Price for New and UsedTextbooks based on an August/September 2003 analysis of over 500,000 books sold on Half.com. Quantities, pricing and availability are not
guaranteed and will vary due to supply and demand. Coupon is for first-time buyers only. Limited time offer; excludes shipping and handling; offer subject to change or termination without prior notice.
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Bobcat of
the Week

Men’s squash trounces Colby
at new Bates Squash Center
by BRETT
LAFLAMME
STAFF WRITER
The past week marked one of the most
important events in Bates athletics history with
the opening of the brand new internationalsized squash courts.
The new facility, located just off the 195
Lewiston exist at 56 Alfred Plourde Parkway,
will allow the men and women to host their
own home matches. The facility also gives the
teams the opportunity to finally train on regula¬
tion-sized courts.
“Squash is a game of repetition, angles and
shot patterns. You can’t program yourself on
one sized court and then compete on another,”
explained Illig.
It is a major step for the program, and the
men’s team did their part to commemorate the
occasion by trouncing Colby in nine straight

KELLEY GODSEY
Just two meets into the season, Kelley
Godsey has already hit national qualifying
standards for both the shot put and the 20pound weight throw.
The sophomore set a new school-record in
the weight with her 58-00.00 toss at the
USM Invitational.
She was named New England Division III
Athlete of the Week after reaching the provi¬
sional mark with a 45-05.00 mark in the shot
put at the Tufts Invitational on Saturday.
This effort was a personal best for Godsey in
by more than three feet.
She also won the weight throw with a dis¬
tance of 55-feet, 11.75-inches, beating the
closest competitor by more than nine feet.
Godsey earned All-American honors dur¬
ing her rookie campaign when she placed
third in the hammer throw at the outdoor
national meet.

Coach John Illig was pleased with his team’s
play on Wednesday. Although the match was
very one sided he believes that the next match
against Colby will not be as easy.
“The Bates-Colby men’s match was one¬
sided, but it was a good way to open up the new
facility with a win. Nobody dropped a single
game in the match, and that is a good way to
start at 56 Alfred Plourde Parkway,” coach
John Illig said.
He thought the opponents were not com¬
pletely ready for Bates after the big weekend in
New Haven.
“We will play Colby again, and we expect
them to give us a closer match next time,” Illig
explained.
He extends an invitation to the Bates com¬
munity to attend the men’s and women’s con¬
tests next Friday, Jan. 30, when they will take
on Dartmouth.
“We are hoping to'have a large crowd this

BRACKEN TURNS AWAY 42
SHOTS FOR HOCKEY
by KRISTEN
TRUNCELLITO
STAFF WRITER

Sunday afternoon the Bates women’s ice
hockey team finally had the opportunity for a
rematch against St. Anselm College at
Underhill Arena.
Earlier in the season the Lady Bobcats trav¬
eled to St. Anselm for their second game,
where they lost 5-0, despite an aggressive
contest. Although the Bobcats have improved
since this early defeat, they still came up
short, losing the game 3-0.
Despite the fact that this is the first year St.
Anselm has had a women’s hockey program,
the college is required to have a club team for
one year before they can join in competitions
against other Division II schools.
A noticeable change in team dynamics
occurred in the second period, when seniors
Lauren Bonenberger, Tory Peterson, Susie
French, and Brooke Beebe stepped it up and
increased their energy on the ice.
With this encouraging display of team unity
and the help of some forward movement and
passing from Carine Warsawski, the Bobcats
pulled their skills together and set a new tone
for the game. Unfortunately, this was not
enough to stop a break away goal from St. A’s.
The Hawks went on to score two more
times in the third period, despite some clutch
defensive moves from Laura Cook and
Heather Brackens’ fearless efforts in goal Friday night at the Opening Ceremony of our
including an incredible deflection of a St. A’s
new facility. We will have a brief dedication
chip shot.
after the women’s match [which begins at 5:30]
At the end of the game, Bracken had turned
and before the men’s match [slated to begin at
away 42 of the 45 shots.
8].”
“We are all playing a lot better than we
The win this week over the Mules, who were
were at the beginning of the season. We are
ranked 18^ in the country, improves the
definitely a more unified team on and off the
Bobcats to 4-3. It also marks their fourth con¬
ice,” said Bates’ Tory Peterson.
secutive win since their victory at the Yale
Goalie Bracken added, “We definitely
Tournament last weekend.
played a better game against St. A’s today.
Bates has defeated 16th-ranked Navy (6-3),
Sometimes it takes a little while for our team
13th-ranked Hobart (6-3), and 17th-ranked
to warm up, but today we went out on the ice
Dennison (5-4) as well.
ready to play.”
Tomorrow Bates hits the road for an
Next week, the women’s hockey team hosts
intrastate intrastate evening match up with {
a double-header against Norwich. The team
15^-ranked Bowdoin in Brunswick. The j hopes to snap their losing streak heading into
perennial NESCAC foes should offer a tough ! the last part of the regular season.
match for the men.

The new facility is a major step up for the pro¬
gram and the men’s team did their part to com¬
memorate the occasion by trouncing Colby in
nine straight matches
matches.
“The feeling of this building is fantastic,”
said coach John Illig. “I love the amount of
open space, and the sound in here is tremen¬
dous.”
The Bobcats, who are currently ranked 14th
in the nation by the College Squash
Association, went undefeated in every match.
Senior Chad Mountain and sophomore
Guillermo Moronta each prevented their oppo¬
nents from scoring more than one point.
The rest of the men also exhibited a domi¬
nance that has not yet been seen this season.

Bell picks up hat trick against Bowdoin
HOCKEY
Continued from p. 19

783-2200
62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN

period, Bell put the nail in Bowdoin’s coffin
with a bone crushing mid-ice check that leveled
a Mule.
Any fans who witnessed this check should be
sure to remind Bell of just how hard it really
was.
After the game, sophomore forward Matt
Gerety quipped, “We really appreciate all our
fan support. If you missed the game and like
being bored, that’s your business. If you want
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Bobcat Recap...
Last week Bell had a hat trick and freshman
Nick Tierney netted his first career goal vault¬
ing the Bobcats past Springfield College.
On Sunday, Clem made a spectacular debut
in goal, and Justin Guiles scored his first goal
of the season on a slap shot that not even Julie
“The Cat” Gaphney could have stopped.
Next week Bates faces off against perennial
league powerhouse Lyndon State on Saturday
night at 7:00pm.

HOCHADEL, COFFIN RECORD DOUBLE-DOUBLES

ASK FOR A FREE DIPPING SAUCE WITH YOUR NEXT PIZZA!
GARLIC SAUCE • MARINARA • BLUE CHEESE OR RANCH DRESSING

hard-hitting fast paced action, that’s our busi¬
ness.”

BASKETBALL
Continued from p. 20
playing time, as another key to the win.
“I feel like everyone just stepped it up.
Everyone contributed in their own way, let it all
out, didn’t play soft.” Hochadel said.
Coffin is one such player making her mark
with intensity. The first-year cracked the start¬
ing lineup for the second time this year in
Saturday’s game, and Hochadel feels she has
the talent to stay there.
Hochadel explained, “She is just a tremen¬
dous athlete, and someone with her size and the
ability to get up and down the court gives us a
different look that many people in the 4 or 5
spot aren’t able to do,”
Zurek thinks Hochadel also has the ability to
do things most players her size aren’t able to
do.
“Oh boy, Betsy, she has just got this ability to
grab rebounds when you have no idea where
she comes from. You think there is no way she

could get the rebound, she grabs it, and it is
really kind of cool. She is really good at taking
charges, and she has stepped it up on the offen¬
sive end. Just great all around ball,” Zurek
said. Yesterday the team traveled to Farmington
for a non-conference game against the
University of Maine.
Bates created a 17-4 lead within the first five
minutes of the game and never looked back.
Coffin recorded her first career double-dou¬
ble, connecting on 12 points and pulling down
10 rebounds for the Bobcats.
Hochadel dished out a career high seven
assists, adding to her eight point and eight
rebound effort.
The women were not as fortunate earlier in
the week against Bowdoin. The Bobcats shot
just 16% and fell behind 21-22 in the first half.
Three baskets from Coffin cut the lead to four,
but it was as close as Bates would get.
The Bobcats host Trinity and Amherst in a
pair of NESCAC contests this Friday and
Saturday at Alumni Gymnasium.
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Basketball remains undefeated in NESCAC
picked up his fourth foul with over 13 minutes
remaining in the game," said Reilly.
Earlier in the week the Bobcats played host
to
Wentworth Institute of Technology. The
deadlock in almost every category.
Leopards came
Each team turned the ball
into
Alumni
over 15 times and committed
Gymnasium
on
18 personal fouls. Tufts held a
Jan. 22 with a 2slight rebounding advantage
10 record and a
38 to 36. At halftime one
hotheaded atti¬
point separated the two sides
tude.
with Bates holding on to a 38On two sepa¬
37 lead.
rate
occasions
Ramon Garcia had a game
Wentworth
high of 20 points, including
players initiated
five buckets from behind the
confrontations
three-point arc. Garcia also
with Bobcats,
dished out four assists and
eventually lead¬
pulled down four* rebounds.
ing to the ejec¬
Elliot Linsley contributed 10
tion of rookie
points and six boards while
guard
Troy
Rob Stockwell fought through
Ramey.
foul trouble to add nine points
After turning
and five rebounds for the
the
ball over and
Bobcats.
nearly
clothes
Leading the way for the
lining
Bates’
Jumbos was their senior co¬
Zak
Ray
as he
captain Deyvehn East, who
went
in
for
a
had 17 points and two assists
lay-up
with
on the day.
Courtesy Photo 1:58 left in the
"We are pleased that we
half,
started our six game road trip Brian Gerrity moves the hall up the first
Ramey
was
with a big NESCAC win
floor for the Bobcats
called
for
an
[against Tufts]. The win was
intentional
foul
extraordinary considering that Furbush didn't
play, Gerrity only played four minutes in the and then tossed from the game. Earlier, a dif¬
second half due to the flu and Rob Stockwell ferent Wentworth player initiated a brief shov¬
ing match with Bates’ Brian Gerrity while
STREAK
Continued from p. 20

SQUASH DOWNS COLBY
CBB CHAMPS
Continued from p. 20
One of those newcomers is first year
Kelsey Engman, who played a competitive
match at the number two position but was
beaten by Colby’s Emily Slack 9-5, 9-7. 9-6.
Bates senior captain Kristin Brush also
played a solid match, defeating Allison Dunn
9-1, 9-0, 9-2. Bates faces Colby again on

February lO^1.
This week promises to be exciting for the
Bobcats as well, beginning on Tuesday when
they travel to Bowdoin for a rematch of last
week’s 6-3 win at the Yale Round Robin
tournament.
Friday brings the official grand opening of
the new facility, when the Bobcats host IvyLeague power Dartmouth.

BRETL ANCHORS WINNING RELAY
BRETL
Continued from p. 18
talk about records is to leave out the way
that he’s developed into a go to guy from the
standpoint of his teammates.
This past weekend’s meet against rival
Colby serves as a prime example. The meet
was on the line going into the last event, the
200 freestyle relay.
With the Bobcats trail¬
ing after 150 yards, Bretl
took over on the anchor
leg and caught Colby,
edging out his competi¬
tor by 0.24 seconds to
give the relay team and
the Bobcat men the vic¬
tory.
Teammate Erik Baker
puts it rather simply,
“The bottom line is that
if you want to get the job
done, Todd is your man.
You always get 110 per¬
cent from him.”
Outside the pool Bretl has made some sig¬
nificant strides as well. Coming in as a fresh¬
man he wasn’t really sure what he wanted to
do, and much like his desire in the pool, his
academic aspirations weren’t as lofty as they
have become.
Fast forward and we find that Bretl is a
NESCAC All-Academic team selection and
has found a passion for economics.
He says he wants to go into the field of con¬
sulting or banking, but also lists a master’s

degree in business administration as one of his
future goals.
Bretl has also taken on a leadership role
around campus, serving as an Admissions
Fellow this year. He revels in the opportunity
to be a sort of ambassador for Bates College.
Considering the personal growth he’s
undergone since his first year, Bretl is a great
person to evaluate the potential of incoming
students.
“Sitting down with
someone for an hour
and learning so much
about them is an
interesting position
to be in. I enjoy hav¬
ing a role in the
future of Bates,”
Bretl said.
Todd still has sev¬
eral goals he’s aim¬
ing for in the pool,
such as getting the
school record in the
50 freestyle and
being top eight in the
NESCAC, but those close to him know that
whether he attains those goals or not he’s
already come a long way both in the pool and
on dry land.
“He has matured in leadership the past two
years in terms of competitive contributions to
the team and involvement in campus activi¬
ties. Now he has evolved into a team leader.
We are happy to have Todd in our program
and we will miss him next year.”

“He has matured in lead¬
ership the past two years
in terms of competitive
contributions to the team
and involvement in cam¬
pus activities.”
- Coach Mulholland

12 points, with Ray also racking up six assists.
they were tangled up near the Leopards bench.
Last night Gerrity had a career high 29
Despite their fiery tempers the Leopards
were completely out matched. Bates never points as the Bobcats destroyed University of
trailed in the contest. They led by 18 at half¬ Maine at Farmington 74-44. Gerrity was 1122 from the floor, connected
time and contin¬
on four from three-point
ued
the
range, and was perfect from
onslaught in the
the charity stripe.
second
half,
After last night’s win at
defeating
UMF, the Bobcats improved
Wentworth by a
to 3-0 in the NESCAC and
convincing 23
14-3 overall.
points, 89-66.
Bates now turns their
The Bobcats
attention towards this week¬
hit on nearly 49
end’s conference showdowns
percent of their
with two of the top teams in
shots from the
Division III this season. On
field including
Friday the Bobcats will be in
an impressive 41
Hartford, Conn., to take on
percent
from
Trinity before travelling to
three-point
Massachusetts on Saturday
range.
Bates
for another tough match up
forced
27
with Amherst.
turnovers
and
Reilly knows the task
outscored
the
ahead is daunting, but
Leopards 44-22
expects his team to be up for
in the paint.
the challenge.
Stockwell and
"In the last poll, Trinity
Jon
Furbush
was in the top 10 and
paced the Bobcat
Courtesy Photo Amherst was number one in
offense with 19
the nation [before losing to
points
each.
‘Mr. Maine” Zak Ray
Williams on Saturday]. This
Stockwell also
weekend will be a great
hauled in 12
rebounds to record his fifth double-double of opportunity for our program. We match up
the season, while Furbush knocked down five well with both teams. We are hoping to be 100
of seven three-pointers. The potent back court percent healthy and have everyone back."
trio of Garcia, Gerrity, and Ray each recorded

Seaton sweeps seven straight
weeks of diving competition
SWIMMING
Continued from p. 20
son. Sophomore Kate Unger and junior
Nachelle Wiegman placed second and third
behind Seaton to finish the sweep.
On Jan. 18, Bates traveled to Boston to com¬
pete against Babson College. Key individual
wins from Wensley (50 fly) Williamson (500
free) and Rasmussen (50 back) fueled the
Bobcats, who posted a conv;
g 207-91 vic¬
tory.
Bates hosted Middlebu:
ge on Jan. 11
and fell to the Panthers 16 -i32.
Williamson had an excellent meet, breaking
the pool record in the 100-yard individual med¬
ley (IM). Her 1:03.01 time also moved her to
first place in the NESCAC rankings for the
event.
The 200 medley relay team of Jaime Balicki,
Sparks, Williamson, and Katie Gatti earned a
seventh place standing in NESCAC times.
Sparks added to this success with victories in
the 100 and 200 freestyle.
Coach Mulholland believed that the women
swam extremely well against a tough competi¬
tor and was very pleased with individual results
as well.
On Jan. 10 the Bobcats hosted and easily
defeated Norwich College, 111-64.
Wensley had an excellent meet winning the
1000 yard freestyle, the 50 butterfly, and the
400 IM. Also adding to the team’s success was
Rasmussen who took first in the 50 backstroke
and 100 breastroke.
Before break, the team faced the Polar Bears
at Bowdoin College on Dec. 6 in an intense

intrastate competition and won 131-112.
Gatti won the 50 yard freestyle and Sparks
won the 100 breaststroke, while Seaton domi¬
nated on the boards with wins at both heights.
Williamson was first in the 100 butterfly and
contributed to the 400 medley relay win.
The women opened their season with backto-back home races against Wesleyan
University and Trinity College on Nov. 22 and
23.
A disappointing one point loss came out of
their first meet against the Wesleyan Cardinals
with a score of 122-121.
“[The team] didn’t have the performances
that were needed,” Mulholland said. “The kids
responded well [to Wesleyan] and swam much
better against Trinity.”
Twenty-four hours later, the Bobcats
avenged this loss with a convincing 180-120
win against Trinity.
Sparks won the 1000 yard freestyle, the 50
breastroke, and the 200 IM , gaining NESCAC
standings in all of them. Sparks was also a
member of the winning 200 freestyle relay
team (Gatti, Missy Shaw, Lucy Wall, Sparks).
Gatti added to this win with a first place finish
in the 50 freestyle.
Seaton opened the season with a bang, taking
first in both one and three meter board events.
The Bobcats will race at home again next
week, competing against the Tufts Jumbos on
Saturday at 1pm.
“We have been closely matched with Tufts in
the past years, and it always proves to be a fight
to the end ... [which] always makes for a very
exciting meet to watch,” McConnell said.
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Senior Spotlight
TODD BRETL

by SCOTT PRIEST
STAFF WRITER

Courtesy Photo

Todd Bretl holds the school record in the 200 medley and 400 freestyle relays.

“Win a meet with Todd Bretl99
by LYNN WORTHY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
They say people change a lot over the
course of their college career. If you
watch over these short four years you can
see the ways people grow and mature into
the individuals that will go off in the world
and hopefuly achieve great things.
Everyone who knows men’s swimming
and diving senior Todd Bretl believes that
they’ve witnessed such a transformation.
Swimming has always been a part of
Bretl’s environment.
“We lived on a boat and they threw me
in the water early,” Bretl said. “I have a
lot of family in Bermuda. When I was
young I was into swimming, then in high
school I didn’t really take it seriously.”
Bretl, a Barrington, Rhode Island
native, readily admits that competitive
swimming was not a big influence on his
life when he first arrived at Bates.
“I didn’t think that swimming was going
to be a huge part of my college experi¬
ence,” he said.
Today when you talk to the others
involved in the swim program you get a

bastly different picture of Bretl.
Jamie Balicki is a member of the
women’s swimming and diving team. She
said, “[Todd] is the most determined and
highly motivated person 1 know.”
She goes on to tell how his dedication
has effected the entire swimming and div¬
ing team.
“He initiated and organized morning
practice sessions, in addition to regular
afternoon practice,” Balicki said. “He has
taken dry-land workouts after practice to
an entirely new level, often staying 45
minutes after practice doing workouts to
improve his strength and flexibility. His
efforts in the weight room go far above
what is required of the team, putting more
effort into his lifting and weight room
workouts than many of our other team
members cc ’ ned.”
Thecatalys. or this change? He credits
his involve!
rly on in relays as the
reason he beg., . > dedicate himself and
continue to improve.
Early success also provided Bretl the
confidence he needed to jump start his
competitive juices.
He points to the upperclassmen from his

rookie season for helping to mold him into
the swimmer he is now.
He particularly singles out Dave Blaney,
who corrected his stroke and gave him
competitive advice. Blaney was a leader
Bretl looked up to and now he’s trying to
be that leader to his teammates.
Dana Mulholland, head coach of the
men’s and women’s swimming and diving
teams, recognizes the progress Bretl has
made over the course of his career, leading
to his senior season.
“Todd began in the Bates swimming
program as a relative novice. His manner
was quite reserved and his competitive
level was minimal. Each year he became
increasingly involve din the training and
competitive phases of swimming, as well
as they social aspects of the team,”
Mulholland said.
Todd admits that he’s not much for
yelling or speeches.
“I’m not a vocal person. I think of it as
performance-based leadership.”
Bretl is a part of two Bates record-hold¬
ing relay teams (200 medley and 400
freestyle) but to just
See BRETL, p.16

MEN’S SWIMMING PERSERYERES FOR DRAMATIC WIN OVER COLBY
by MIKE SPRINGER
STAFF WRITER
Big turnarounds spawn from big victories.
On Saturday, the men’s swimming and diving
team defeated the Colby Mules in the final sec¬
onds of the last event, improving their record to
3-4.
Bates’ Adam Eggert considered it. “the
biggest meet remaining in the season.”
Colby grabbed an early lead, defeating Bates
in the 200 medley relay by .03 seconds. The
Bobcats’ Charles Swanson and Matt
Harrington answered back, taking first and sec¬
ond in the 1000 free. Will Youmans added
points with a win in the 200 free.
Contributions by Swanson and Youmans
have played a large part in the rebound of Bates
Swimming and Diving.
“Swanson has improved tremendously and
has become a real asset to us,” Coach Dana
Mullholland said.
The Mules mustered another charge as Jabez
Dewey squeaked by Eric Bowden to win the
!00 back and Mitch Bartkiewicz swam past
eggert to steal the 100 breast.

Bates’ Nathan Curll then notched a victory in
the 200 fly before Colby’s Thomas Ireland
responded with a victory in the 50 freestyle.
The Bobcats entered the 1-meter diving compe¬
tition trailing 69.61.
Sophomore sensation Erik Baker stunned the
crowd with a victory in the one meter dive.
Although Baker has long term goals of success
at the national level, he realizes that he must
focus on each competition.
“I try to look at each dual meet as if it were
Nationals and compete accordingly,” said
Baker.
Baker’s effort, along with Greg Sinche’s
third place finish in the one meter brought the
Bobcats within one point of the Mules.
Colby’s Ireland, Dewey, and Bartkiewicz
then pulled off three consecutive first-place fin¬
ishes in the 100 free, 200 back, and the 200
breast, respectively. The Bobcats stayed close
with several second and third-place efforts in
these events.
In the 500 free, Bates had first and third
place performances from Youmans and
Swanson. Curll followed their efforts with a
first place finish in the 100 fly.

Throwers lead Bobcat
women at Tufts
Invitational Meet

Baker returned to the pool to extend his
undefeated record by winning the 3-meter div¬
ing competition for the seventh straight week.
Bates trailed 139-138 when the starter called
the men to their blocks for the last event of the
meet, the 200 freestyle relay.
At the sound of the starter, the packed Tarbell
pool erupted as chants from both teams and
their fans echoed off the walls. With 150
meters to go captain Todd Bretl entered the
pool for the last leg, trailing Colby’s Nick
Battista by a few strokes.
Nearly 22 seconds later Bretl’s hand struck
the wall first, a mere .24 seconds before
Battista for the win.
“Bretl has done a great job leading the team
in sprints,” said Mulholland.
On Saturday, Bretl did just that. His efforts
gave Bates a 151-143 win over the Mules.
The Bobcats record improve to 3-4, while the
Mules fell to 2-4.
Next week Bates will host Tufts as they
attempt to conquer another NESCAC opponent
and pull to an even 4-4.

On Saturday the Bobcat women’s track and
field team traveled to Medford, Mass, to take
on a field of 23 Division I, II, and III schools at
the Tufts University Invitational.
Sophomore thrower Kelley Godsey won the
20-pound weight throw with a 55-11.75 mark.
She added to this success with a NCAA provi¬
sional qualifying mark in the shot put, launch¬
ing a 45-00.50 toss for second place.
This effort marks Godsey’s second NCAA
automatic bid, and added feet to her previous
personal best.
Earlier in the season she qualified for her 5800.00 effort in the weight throw. Saturday’s
shot put mark eclipsed the NCAA meet
requirement by more than three feet.
Godsey finished just behind winner and
teammatg Liz Wanless, who is currently ranked
first in the nation in the shot put.
Wanless, who hit the automatic qualifying
mark in the shot earlier in the season, threw 5106.50 on Saturday, a half inch shy of her own
school record.
Several other Bobcats stood out in what
Wanless termed a “long meet, with events
going off in every direction.”
After fouling last week in Gorham, sopho¬
more Kirby Sabra came back strong Saturday
and placed second in the triple jump at 3304.75 among a field of 20 competitors.
This mark is a collegiate best for Sabra, and
qualified her for the post-season New England
Division III meet.
The 5,000 meter run proved to be Bates’
deepest event again, with four Bobcats placing
in the top eight.
Senior Julie Dutton led the way, placing
third with a time of 18:21.04. Freshman Ann
Lovely completed the twenty—five laps in
19:00, senior Beth Pagnotta finished in 19:11
and junior Katherine Creswell crossed in
19:25. The trio captured sixth, seventh, and
eighth places respectively.
Dutton’s third place effort meets the stan¬
dards for competition in the N.E. Division III,
EC AC, and Open New England meets.
Freshman Jen Caban had yet another strong
meet, qualifying for a post-season meet for her
mid-distance efforts.
The rookie had a seventh place finish in the
800-meter (an event in which she had yet to
compete this year) with a time of 2:27.40. She
added another strong showing in the long
jump, going 14-04.00.
Kirsten Terry also qualified for N.E.
Division III meet in the 500m with a heat-win¬
ning time of 1:26.23.
Wanless attributed the Bobcats’ success to
the commitment shown by the team. She also
credited the coaching staff with keeping the
athletes motivated and energized.
“What most impressed me was how well the
coaches covered each event. Jane [Jawor, shot
put coach], about 6 months pregnant, drove
down from Maine and sat for four hours before
the shot put showed any sign of starting,”
Wanless said
Also competitively placing for Bates were
pole-vaulters Julie Shelkey and Meghan
O’Dowd. They each reached a height of 800.00, placing ninth and eleventh in the event,
respectiveley.
Sophomore Megan Hamilton ran a solid
3:21.87 in the 1000-meter run for IS^-placc.
Sarah Tressel tied for ninth in the high jump
with a mark of 4-10.00, just ahead of teammate
Katie King’s 4-08.00 effort.
“The team performed well,” said coach
Carolyn Court. “Most [athletes] stepped up
their performances with the increased competi¬
tion provided by the 25 Division I, II, and III
schools. We had several season best and post
season qualifying marks.”
Bates is on the road again next weekend
when they travel to Gorham for the USM
Invitational. This meet will be an important
opportunity for the team to continue individual
improvement and prepare for the upcoming
State of Maine Championships, held on Feb. 6
at Bowdoin College.
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DISTANCES SET BESTS
FOR MEN’S TRACK
by AMY WEBB
SPORTS EDITOR
Dustin Gauthier took first place in both throw¬
ing events, igniting a string of individual bests
from the Bobcats at the non-scoring Tufts
Invitational Meet on Saturday.
Gauthier threw 50-08.75 in the shot put, out¬
distancing his closest competitor by more than
two feet. This mark surpassed national provi¬
sion standards, an achievement Gauthier had
already reached at an earlier meet in the season.
Ryan Touissaint, The Bates Student
The junior added to this victory with another
win in the 35-pound weight throw. His 52-11.75
Bates Ice Hockey captain Justin Guiles has his game face on
toss was just the beginning of a strong showing
in the event, as Bates took three more spots in
the top five.
Senior captain Jordan Upton..was,.gecondjiti
51-05.25, while Scott Cooper and Jeff Davis
each threw 51-01.50, tying for fourth place.
Also finding success on the infield was
Bobcat pole-vaulter Matt Ondra. The senior
cleared 14-06.00 in the pole vault to tie Division
II Umass.-Lowell's Mike Shaw for first in the
event.
by JOHN LOVE
Donovan Driscoll opened Bates scoring with
“The meet was outstanding for us,” said coach
STAFF WRITER
a shot from the point. The puck found its way
A1
Fereshetian. “Despite it being a non-scored
through a screen and into the back of the net.
meet, out team really responded well across the
Chris
Palsho
and
Aron
Bell
also
notched
goals
After a month of silence, Underhill Arena
board.”
for the Bobcats.
came alive again as the Bates men’s hockey
Moving into the running events Bates continUnfortunately, the hard work that was
team took to the ice for what was expected to
( ued to work hard. The sprinters trained through
demonstrated
on
the
ice
was
not
enough
as
be a tough weekend.
the meet after enduring a particularly difficult
Bates fell to Bryant 6-3.
The Bobcats had no easy task, facing unde¬
week of training in preparation for the upcoming
On Sunday Bates took on the Bowdoin Polar
feated University of New Hampshire, regional¬
championship
season.
Bears in Underhill Arena. Having defeated
ly ranked Bryant College, and intrastate rival
Joel Colony made the finals of the 55 dash out
Colby
earlier
in
the
season,
the
game
was
an
Bowdoin.
of an enormous and talented 44 athlete field.
opportunity for the Bobcats to capture the CBB
Bates did not disappoint on Newman Day
The sophomore ran 6.73 in the event for fifth
title.
2004.
place.
Chase,
coming
off
of
his
suspension,
made
Led by the hard work of sophomore forward
his
presence
as
he
rocketed
the
puck
past
the
Chris Palsho, the Bobcats stunned the previ¬
ously undefeated UNH Wildcats 3-1 in front of flailing goalie.
Bates remained tied with Bowdoin midway
a rowdy sold-out Underhill Arena.
through
the third, desperately in need of a big
Goaltender Chet Clem, who made his season
play
to
recapture
the lead and the coveted CBB
debut the previous week against Coast Guard
championship.
[after returning from study abroad]. The junior
Charlie Engasser stepped in to do just that.
all but stood on his head, preventing any
After a rigorous backcheck, Engasser gained
attempt of a UNH rally.
possession at the redline and skated into the
Clem had some help from freshman Austin
offensive zone. He faked out the goaltender
Haynes, who displayed unparalleled defense in
sliding a backhand shot into a wide-open net.
front of his mainly female fan base.
Bates gained their momentum after the sec¬
Saturday’s game pitted the Bobcats against
ond intermission when Freshman Spaulding
Bryant College. The_, ranked fourth in the
Theile showed leadership in reminding the
Northeast [before the game] captured the
team that Monday would bring a day of rest.
league championship last season.
As the defense hunkered down, junior goalRiding the momentum generated from their
tender
Brian Rimm attracted the watchful eyes
defeat of the Wildcats, players and fans were
of
numerous
NHL scouts and making sure the
anxious to see whether the Bobcats could pull
Polar Bears were not going to be traveling back
of the upset. Such a feat would have to be
to Brunswick happy campers. Late in the third
Courtesy Photo
accomplished without senior captain Jordan

HOCKEY RETURNS
TO UNDERHILL

Chase, who was suspended for one game after
boarding a UNH player in the previous contest.

See HOCKEY, p.16

Newcomer Matt Capone continued to impress
in the sprint events, taking home fourth place
recognition in the 200meter with a 23.37 second
effort. Junior Mitch Krauss built on Capone’s
mark with a seventh-place finish of his own. He
added another top 10 finish in the 400 meters
despite a lack of fast times in his heat.
Adam Macbeth posted the fastest time in the
preliminary round of the 55-hurdles (8.00 sec¬
onds). Unfortunately, he did not place in the
finals of the event because he was disqualified
after a false start.
“If the meet were scored it would have been a
tight battle with Tufts for second even though we
never se our entries up to maximize points,” said
Fereshetian.
The highlight of the meet for the team came
from the multiple-lap events, where several
Bates runners set new personal best times.
Joel Anderson, who logged nearly 75 miles a
week during preseason training while studing
abroad, dominated the 5,000meter race. The
junior completed the 25 laps in 15:07.34, and
amazing feat considering he had to establish and
maintain the pace alone. Teammate Mike
Downing joined him in a successful 5k race of
his own, taking second place in 15:39.52.
Honor-baton winner Matt Daly posted a person¬
al best in the event, hammering out a 16:16.08
over the grueling 3.1 miles.
Fereshetian added, “We showed that we have
some excellent top end talent, and we scored in
10 of 17 events with almost 20 teams competing.
We are looking forward to the next two weeks
where we return to a team emphasis with a
scored meet at Southern Maine and then the
State Championships that we will host on Feb
7.”

WRITE SPORTS
EMAIL
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Adam Macbeth keeps his eyes on
the finish in the 55m high hurdles

Veteran experience leads young talent
CARNIVAL
Continued from p. 20

really flat light. And I know I can ski better.
I have been in training.”

Emily Poole came in 57th, Erin Bougie in
58th and Alissa Parggastis in 63rd.

“Our biggest improvement this year will be
on the men’s side where we now have the
depth to put six men in the top 30 on any given
day and have 3-4 men with a legitimate
chance to qualify for the NCAA champi-

The men’s Nordic team placed fifth in the
event scoring 66 points. The Bates’ women
came in sixth place with 60 points.
This weekend’s race was also a good start¬
ing point for the Alpine team.
Alpine coach
have had really
starting with an
and good early
weather.”

Rogan Connell said, “We
good preparation this year
excellent camp in Colorado
season training despite the

Connell said in reference to the women’s
side, “We had a tough recruiting year and did¬
n’t add to the depth of the team as much as I
had hoped, but we have continued to see a lot
of improvements from our existing group.”

“We are a very young
team, and a strong one at
that... It’s an exciting time
for the Bates Nordic Ski
Team.”
- Chris Leonards
onships,” said Connell.

In the giant slalom Rachael Levitz posted a
total time of 2:18.61; Erin Bragg, 2:19.83; and
Emily McGuire, 2:25.33.

Form the men, in the giant slalom s:
more Sean McKenna posted a total time of
2:05.18; James Pelletier, 2:05.64 and Michael
Johnson with 2:06.39.

Bragg said, “I thought it was kind of icy and

McKenna’s time was good enough to earn

him an 18* place finish, while Pelletier came
in 20* followed by Johnson in 221* as the
final scoring Bates skier.
In the slalom race held Saturday, the top
women were Davis, 1:45.69; McGuire,
1:48.15; and Bragg with 1:58.90. The top men
were McKenna with a total time 1:26.39;
Carter Casner, 1:29.51 and Adam Bristow
with 1:29.57.
McKenna had two top 20 finishes, coming
in 18* in the giant slalom on Saturday, and
17* out of 53 slalom participants Sunday,
four seconds behind the individual winner
Paul McDonald from Dartmouth. Casner con¬
tributed points with a 22nt* place finish, and
Bristow was right behind in 23*.
Casner said, “I think it was a good start for
the guys. We’re a young team and it is some¬
thing that we can build off of.”
Pelletier was more critical of the team’s per¬
formance, “It was a tough weekend. The team
needs to step it up next weekend.”
The next competition is at the St. Lawrence
Carnival on Jan. 30.

Courtesy Photo

Mackenzie Kohlhardt led the
women’s team in the 10k freestyle
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Ski Team opens season at Colby
Rookie Chris Leonards leads Nordic team with eighth place finish in mens 15 kilometer freestyle race
by NOLAN MACHERNIS
STAFF WRITER
The Bobcat performances at the Colby
Carnival held at Sugarloaf this past weekend
proved that frigid weather cannot deter the
determination of an elite collection of Nordic
and Alpine skiers.
The first Carnival of the season provided
the opportunity to showcase the teams’ pre¬
season efforts with Bates finishing seventh
overall for the carnival.
The Nordic ski team proved that veteran
leadership and young talent can be a great
combination. This characteristic of the team
was never more noticeable than in the 3x5
kilometer relay.
Seth Hubbard, Kyle Rogers and Chris

HOCHADEL LEADS
BOBCAT BALL
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Although Betsy Hochadel swears she
doesn’t hold a grudge against Tufts
University she certainly plays like it.
Last year in a NESCAC semi-final contest
she tied a tournament record by hitting 8 of
9 shots in a 80-59 thrashing of the Jumbos.
This past Saturday she continued her suc¬
cess, hitting 7 of 10 shots for a career high of
18 points en route to a 70-58 Bobcat victory
in Alumni Gymnasium.
“It’s kind of ironic that both games came
against Tufts,” said the junior, who added six
rebounds, three blocks, and a steal. “It’s not
something I think about though, both were
just intense games.”
The victory was certainly a turnaround for
the Bobcats, who entered the game fresh off
a 58-43 defeat at the hands of Bowdoin, the
nations number two-ranked Division III
team.
Tufts came into the game on the heels of a
victory over Wesleyan, a team that has
defeated Bates twice this season. Saturday’s
win could prove to be the spark Bates needs
as the NESCAC schedule continues to
unfold.
“They’re a well balanced team,” said
Hochadel. "We knew we would have to play
all around good defense, they have good
point guards and good post players. If we
were going to win, we were going to have to
execute offensively and run the ball.”
Bates controlled the tempo of the game
behind the efforts of Hochadel, Olivia Zurek
(15 points, nine rebounds), and newcomer
Meg Colfin (10 points, four rebounds). The
Bobcats jumped out to an early 21-11 advan¬
tage on a lay-up by rookie Jackie Olson, but
Tufts went on a 6-0 run and was able to close
the gap to 34-29 heading to intermission.
When the visitors’ Jessica Powers drained
a three to start the second half, the lead was
down to two. But the Bobcats answered
back. A steal by Zurek enabled another
Coffin score and a 36-32 edge. On their next
possession, Zurek rebounded her own miss
and put it back, extending the lead to six.
Bates never looked back.
“I think it was our intensity,” Hochadel
pointed out. “Mainly on the defensive side
of the ball. We pretty much had to play fun¬
damentally sound basketball. They came in
averaging 74 points per game. We held them
to 58.”
Hochadel pointed to a balanced Bobcat
attack, where nine players scored and 13 got
See BASKETBALL, p.16

Leonards teamed up to finish in eighth place
on Saturday morning. Hubbard started the
relay in 15:02.2 with Rogers completing the
second leg in 14:51.4. Rookie sensation
Leonards anchored the team with a time of
14:28.2.
“We are a very young team, and a strong
one at that. I am very much looking forward
to the rest of the season, and the next few
years. It’s an exciting time for the Bates
Nordic Ski Team. Everyone is extremely
motivated and it shows everyday in practice,
and it was certainly demonstrated at the Colby
Carnival,” said Leonards.
The women’s 3x5 kilometer relay team fin¬
ished in ninth place out of the 23-team field
with a cumulative time of 51:26.3.
Kaitlyn McElroy began the relay with a

time of 17:08.5. Abbie Harris completed the
second leg in 16:56.2. The anchor, Mackenzie
Kohlhardt finished the relay in 17:21.5.
In the men’s 15 kilometer race, Leonards
paced the Bates team with an amazing eighth
place finish. He covered the course in
42:15.5, slightly less than two minutes behind
winner, Lowell Bailey of Vermont.
Hubbard placed fourteenth finishing in
43:32.3. Dan Johnson placed twenty-fifth
while Rogers finished thirty-ninth.
Kohlhardt led the women in the 10 kilome¬
ter race with a 16th place finish in 34:22.3.
Harris placed 23rd completing the course in
34:45.9 with McElroy finishing in 34:46.1
earning 24th.
See CARNIVAL, p.19

Courtesy Photo

Chris Leonard surpassed expecta¬
tions in first Carnival of the season

Men’s hoops extend streak to seven
Zak Ray hit a buzzer-beating thirty-foot jumper to propel Bates past Tufts
by LYNN WORTHY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Spills, chills, and thrills. It may be a corny
_ old saying, but it’s a fitTufts
62 ting description of the
Bates
65 'ast week Of men’s bas¬
ketball action.
Bates’ five game win¬
Bates
89 ning streak became six
on Saturday with a late
W.I.T.
66 game 30-foot jumper in
their third NESCAC
game against Tufts University. Rookie Zak
Ray found the bottom of the net with one sec-

ond remaining in regulation to give Bates the
65-62 win.
" Our players executed the exact play that
we drew up in the huddle during our last time
out. Zak was our number one option, Ramon
was our number two option. It was a conser¬
vative play, we didn’t want to risk turning it
over with just 2.9 seconds left. We liked our
chances in overtime," Bates coach Joe Reilly
said.
As time ticked away in the second half the
teams battled through four lead changes and
five ties. The Bobcats largest lead of the half
came with 3:10 left as Ramon Garcia sank a
three-pointer to put Bates up 61-56. Four free

WOMEN’S SQUASH WINS CBB TITLE

throws enabled Tufts to make the score 62-60
with 1:39 to go.
A Bobcat turnover in the final six seconds
gave the Jumbos the opportunity to tie up the
game. With three seconds remaining, Tufts’
Scott Armstrong did just that, rattling home a
lay-up that tied the game at 62 apiece.
After a timeout Bates got the ball to Ray on
the inbound who dribbled up the floor and
launched the game winner from just inside the
half-court line as time expired.
Tufts came ready to play for the full 40 min¬
utes. Neither squad lead by more than nine
points during the game and it was a statistical
See STREAK, p.17

WILLIAMSON SETS
NEW RECORDS FOR
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
by SARAH SPRAGUE
STAFF WRITER

“There are so many good players at the
number one spot,” said Illig. “Melissa is such
a competitor, and does a great job for us.”
In addition to Lue Yen’s strong play, the
Bobcats’ four through nine players swept their
opponents for the second time this season.
Bates’ Liza Roberts defeated Colby’s Jen
Barrett 9-6, 9-3, 9-1 at the fourth spot, while
classmate Audrey Blanchette continued her
strong play this season, winning her match 91, 9-0, 9-0 at the ninth spot, improving her
overall record to 3-2.
Illing has been impressed with the team’s
depth, which has showcased itself nicely in
the three wins for the Bobcats.
“We are just getting some players back from
abroad, and have some great new players who
are challenging for spots right away,” Illig
said.

The competitions before and after winter
break have been intense for the women’s
swimming and diving team. They have had
seven meets in seven weeks, sometimes backto-back. The Bobcats emerged with a 4-3
record from this stretch of their season.
Last Saturday the women raced against
Colby College at home in Tarbell Pool.
“One of our major goals last weekend was to
have our girls race down any Colby swimmer
for those [top five] scoring positions,” said
senior captain Libby McConnell.
Although there were several inspiring indi¬
vidual performances the Bobcats could not
seem to come up with enough top five finishes
to gain a win, falling to the Mules 178-118.
The most exciting event was the 200 yard
butterfly. Junior Vanessa Williamson finished
in 2:07.67, winning the event and setting a new
pool record. Junior Allison Wensley placed
second, beating Colby’s Mary Warlaumont by
0.63 tenths of a second.
Williamson also posted a new pool record in
the 100 butterfly, breaking the 17 year old
record by 0.16 seconds. Both efforts are
NCAA qualifying times.
Bates went 1-2-3 in both the one and three
meter diving events. Kara Seaton led the way,
taking first place in each. The junior has had a
double win in all seven competitions this sea-

See CBB CHAMPS, p.17

See SWIMMING, p.17

Courtesy Photo

Bates’ Audrey Blanchette (left) competes in the new Bates Squash Center
by GARY DZEN
STAFF WRITER
After a week of practice at their new facili¬
ty, the Bates College women’s squash team
played their first match in the building on
Wednesday and earned a 7-2 victory over
Colby.
The Bobcats, ranked 101*1 in the nation after
starting the season 2-2, had strong perform¬
ances from all team members to win their first
home match of the season. The win also gives
Bates the coveted CBB championship title
that they last won two years ago.
“The facility is wonderful,” said Bates
coach John Illig. “We were glad to open the
place up with a win.”
In a very competitive match at the number
one spot, sophomore Melissa Lue Yen defeat¬
ed Colby’s Nikki Patel 10-9, 9-5, 10-9, setting
the tone for the rest of the Bobcats.

